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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to provide a detailed description of the transition
parnways and career aspirations of rural NewfoundJand youth. the barriers they
anticipated in their movement intO the workplace, and, or post-secondary education. and
the factors which influenced their immediate career plans. Also, to detennine possible
changes in the career aspirations of rural youth that may have taken place over the past
six years, dalla obtained in 1989 from the Youth Transition Into the Labour Markel Study
(Sharpe & Spain, 1991) was extracted and compared to data obtained in this StUdy.
Individual questionnaires were administered to 192 Level m and Level IV
students residing in rural communities located on the northern tip of Newfoundland and
southern shore of Labrador. The data analysis was completed using the SPSSPC data
analysis package for Windows. Descriptive slatistics, crosstabs, and chi-squared analysis
were used to summarize fmdings and compare differences.
The anticipated trnnsition patterns of these rural youth were similar to the patterns
reported in other youth transition studies. Overnll, the largest number planned to enrol
in post-secondary education and, or planned to work. Their career choices were made
based mainly on interest, aJthough some had evidently taken future employment prospectS
into consideration. Many expected to work in the future, but a large number were
uncenain whether or not future work and career plans would involve part-time
employment coupled with coUecting unemployment benefits.
Males and females made mostly gender sterootypical career choices. However,
despite this tendency. some males and females were willing to move into non-
slereotypical occupational areas which had promising future outlooks.
The most commonly perceived barrier to post-secondary education was lack of
finances. Community attaChment or rurality did not appear to be a barrier for most.
While the closure of the cod fishery influenced the educational and employment plans of
the youth., it also did not appear to be a barrier to their future aspirations. However.
one-quarter of lhe students did indicated th.e closure had potentially made it fmancially
difficult to continue their education.
The 1995 and 1989 respondents were more similar than different in their
anticipated trnnsition pathways. The most noteworthy difference between the twO groups
was the higher level of uncenainty present in the 1995 sample with regards to future
employment expectations.
It is recommended that schools, post-secondary institutions and government work
together to educate youth about labour market demands and future outlook of specific
occupations. It is also recommended that government agencies make financiaJ assistance
more accessible to youth funhering their education.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The economic context of Newfoundland, particularly mral Newfoundland, has
undergone tremendous change over the past six years especially with respect to a major
component, the fishery. Youth, as well as adullS, have been adversely affected.
Alternate employment opponunities for rural youth, partiCUlarly within their home
communities, are scarce, and many have little choice but to leave their communities for
both educational and employment opportunities.
On July 2, 1992, the Minisrer of Fisheries and Oceans announced a two-year
moratorium on commercial cod fishing in Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
(NAFO) zones 2J and 3KL (Department of Fisheries and Oceans, (993). Area 3KL is
located on the east coast of Newfoundland, covering the area between Cape Bauld and
Cape St. Mary, inclusively. Area 2J is located on the south east coast of Labrador
between Cape Charles and Hopedale. The closure of the cod fishery in these areas
resulled in a loss of upwards of 3,500 jobs in the Newfoundland fishery alone (New
Democratic Pany, (993). In 1994, the moratorium was extended and the cod fishery in
NAFO zones 4R and 3PN, located on the western coast and southern shore of
Newfoundland respectively, was shut down. Areas 21, 4R, and 3PN were the three main
zones fished by the people of the nonhern tip of Newfoundland and southern coaSt of
Labrador.
On July 17, 1992, the Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans began the
implementation of the Nonhern Cod Adjustment and Recovery Program (NCARP) to
assist ftSbcrpersoos, plant workers, and trawelerman who were adversely affected by the
moratorium (Depanment of FISheries and Ocea.ns, 1993). Approximately two yean
later, the Atlantic Groundfish SlIaleg}' (TAGS) replaced NCARP (Government of
Canada, 1994).
All NCARPITAGS recipients were encouraged to punue further training to either
work inside or outside the fishery. These recipients were provided with financial
assistance co cover the cost of being retrained. Funhennore, to receive maximum
benefits beyond one year, the recipients were required to enrol in some fonn of
educational training by tbe end of the first year of receiving NCARP benefits
(Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1993). Adults who once were employed in the
fIShing industry began enroting in posHecondary pn>gnuns. This reduced the number
of places in these programs open for youth.
The Newfoundland and Labrador high school graduates of 1995 have several
new obstacles to overcome in their pursuit of post-secondary education and, or
employment compared to graduates of several years earlier. They must overcome
recently introduced higher entrance requirements, restricted fmances, fewer available
post-secondary placements (in some coUege programS), and due to the cod mor.!torium,
fewer employment opportUnities in traditional fishery related occupations. This will likely
have an affect on their career aspiJations and the transition pathways they have
traditionally tended to follow after high school.
Statement of Purpose
The movement from high school into the workforce or post-secondary education
is, without doubt, one of, if not the most critical transition period in one's life. For
most youth, it is a time of change and a time for decisions.
Despite the difficulties Canadian youth encounter in their transition from school
to work, and the continued concern of society for unemployed youth, there is little
evidence of research studying the transition patterns and problems of Canadian youth
imo the labour force prior to the 1980's (Anisef, Paasche, & Tunittin, 1980; Sharpe
& Spain, 1991a). Most of the knowledge which does exist is based on studies
conducted in urban areas or highly urbanized regions of the country (Krahn & Lowe,
1991). While there exist some information on how youth in suburbanized areas differ
from those in larger urban centers, information on the transition patterns and career
aspirations of rural youth in less advantaged areas of Canada is scarce (Looker, 1993).
The one exception is the longitudinal Youth TransitiOf! into the Labour Market study of
Sharpe and Spain (I991a, 1991b) which initially surveyed both rural and urban youth
in Newfoundland and Labrador in 1989. However, since that study began, the
economic context has shifted dramatically and impacted on the availability of jobs and
lifestyle expectations.
According to the Governmem of Newfoundland and Labrador the economic
status of Newfoundland, panicularly rural Newfoundland, continues to worsen
(Economic Research and Analysis Division. 1994. 1993. 1992. 1991). The province's
main resource, and many rural communities only resource, the cod fishery, has been
dosed. Newfoundlanden; are being forced out of the fishery and encouraged to retrain
for other careers. Youth no longer have the option of walking out of high school into
jobs on fishing boats or in fish plants.
The problems faced by Newfoundlanders cannot be overcome by merely
acquiring new skills. Jobs in rural Newfoundland are disappearing without new ones
emerging. Newfoundlanders must either create new sources of employment within their
communities, or else leave their communities for employment elsewhere. For these
people, a successful transition means acquiring new skills, as well as changing their
environment (Sharpe & Spain, 1991a). Youth in particular are affected by such
circumstances. especially as they plan their careers and future beyond high school.
This study examines the career aspirations, the barriers which exist with respect
to post-secondary education and employment, and the factors which influence the career
aspinuions of these youth. In addition. the results are compared with the results from
the Sharpe and Spain (l99la; (99lb) original Youth Tran.sition into the lAbour Market
study to help provide insight into how the rural youth of 1989 differed from the youth
of 1995 with respect to such factors as career choices, immediate career plans, future
lifestyle expectations and barriers to JXlst-secondary education.
The present study has four major purposes:
To provide a curreot detailed description of the career aspirations of rural
Newfoundland and Labrador youth;
2. To examine the barriers youth antici~te facing in their movement into the
workforce, and more imponantly, movement into post-secondary education;
3. To obtain the perspective of youth on how they anticipate family variables,
community variables, economic-related variables, school-related variables, and
barriers will influence their immediate career plans; and
4. To determine possible changes in the career aspirations of rural youth over the
past six years.
SigniftcaDce of Study
Rural youth differ from urban youth in their transition from school to work. The
social context in which the transition takes place varies from rural to urban areas. Rural
youth are unique with respect to the options they have to choose from and the barriers
they have to overcome (Looker, 1993; Wilson, t991). Despite these differences,
researchers are still generalizing their findings from urban populations to rural youth.
Apart from the studies of Sharpe and Spain (l991a; 1991b), few have provided detailed
infonnation on the transition process of rural youth (Looker, 1993).
Studies examining and updating the transition process of rural youth, panicularly
Newfoundland rural youth, are greatly needed. Interventions in the transition process
cannot be made if the process is not first understood, nor can researchers continue to
generalize ftndings from urban areas to rural areas and assume the generalization is
accurate. This study furthers and updates our knowledge of the transition process of
rural youth and has the potential to enable us to propose appropriate intervening
strategies at the school and provincial levels.
In society, education typically plays a significant role in detennining the type and
amount of work an individual oblains. McGn.th (1993) found a consistent and
statistically significant relationship between barriers which elcist for the individual and
post-secondary panicipation. Other studies indicated that more and different barriers
exist for rural youth than for urban youth (Looker, 1993; Sharpe & White, 1993;
Wilson, 1991). Educational level also has a direct influence on the type and amount of
employment oblained and on the quality of life experienced. Generally, the nigher the
level of education, the higher the level of employment, thus the level of education
attainment is positively correlated with a person's employability (Boulet & Lavallee,
1984); chance of employment (Statistics Canada, 1991); and number of hours worked
(Boulet & Lavallee, 1984). In addition, it influences the status of the job one is likely
to attain and the income one receives from employment (Boulet & Lavallee, 1984; Boyd,
1982; Warner, 1985). Generally, the higher the level of education, the h.igher the job
status and the higher the income. From the opposile perspective, unemployment rates
for youth dramatically increase as educational level decrease (Employment and
Immigration Canada. 1989).
Given that education is important for individual employment growth and polential
(Gilben. Barr. Clark. Blue & Sumer, 1993), as well as for the furore growth and
renewal of the Newfoundland economy (SbaJ:pe & White, 1993), it is imponanl 10
understand the barriers which currently exist and how they affect the transition of youth
from rugh school to posHecondary education. This present study examines some of
the barriers and their influence on post-secondary panicipation, as well as the influence
they have on entry into the workforce. It is anticipated thai knowledge CQnceming these
barriers will enable scllool guidance counsellors. other school personnel. and those
working with youth to assist S1UdenlS in overcoming such barriers.
Several StUdies have researched the factors which influence the post-secondary
educational plans of youth (Looker & McNutt. 1989; McGrath, 1993; Sharpe & White.
1993; Shave, 1985; Tilley, 1975). This study differs from the above StUdies in that it
directly addresses the stUdent's perspective on the degree to which they perceive these
factors influencing their immediate career plans. It is also centred on rural youth in a
disadvantaged geographic location.
Many studies acknOWledge the imponant role the economic context has on the
transition from school 10 work (Anisef et aI.• 1980; Krahn & Lowe, 1990; Sharpe &
Spain, t991a; Sharpe & White, 1993). Over the past six yean, I.he economic context
of Newfoundland has undergone drastic changes. 10 1992, the government began to
rapidly downsize the cod fishery. By 1994, the cod fishery was completely shutdown.
This, undoubtedly has had an impact on Newfoundlanders. Despite this, little research
has been conducted to detennine the extent and nalure of lIle impact (Smilll, 1994). The
limited number of sludies which do exist are from an adult pe~tive and concentrate
chiefly on how the changes have affected them. While some research has studied the
effectS of the moratorium on women (Cahill & Martland, 1993; Neis, 1992; Provincial
Advisory Council on the Status of Women, 1994) none have looked at the effect of the
moratorium on youth as they plan their future. Yet it is only reasonable to assume that
perceptions and understandings of these economic changes will influence the career
choices, educational plans, occupational expectations and anticipated lifestyle of youth.
The high school graduates of the mid-1990s, unlike their fonner graduates, have
10 overcome higher post-secondary entrance requirements, restricted finances, and fewer
available post-secondary placements. Government, the secondary educational system
and the post-secondary educational institutions have, and continue to adopt, new policies
which have direct bearing on the educational plans of the youth. The potential impact
of lhese decisions on the career planing of youth in Newfoundland is unknown. This
present study proVides some insight on how the youth perceive the present economic
context and how the new policies adopted by the various institutes have affected their
caRer aspirations. The results of this study also provides policy makers with knowledge
which can enable them 10 make awropriale policy changes in tenns of helping rural
youlh in that initial uansition from high school.
Resear<:h Questions
The main purpose of this study was to examine the career aspirations of a sample
of rural Newfoundland and Labrador youth in light of !be present economic cOnlext.
More specifically, the following research questions were addressed with respect to a
sample of such youth who were about to complete high school.
I. What are the students' future career choices?
2. What are the students' immediate career plans?
3. What are the students' future lifestyle expectations?
4. What are the students' reasons for not continuing their education or training next
year, afterLevelm?
5. What problems do those students furthering their education or training nexl year
anticipate having'!
6. Where would the students' prefer to further their education or training'!
7. What types of jobs do !be students' think they may have next year?
8. What problems do the students' anticipate having finding a job'!
9. Where would the students' prefer to work'!
10. What factors influenced the students' immediate career plans?
II. How do studenls plan to fund Iheir post-secondary education'!
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12. What was the work Slarus of students' parents and the effect of the closure afthe
cod fishery on family's fmancial situations?
13. How do the students' perceive the closure of the fishery or the Hibernia project
have influenced their career plans?
14. Are there gender differences, with respect to: (a) furore career ch.oices; (b)
immediate career plans; (e) reasons for not continuing their education or training;
(d) perceived problems when funhering their education; (e) perceived problems
when deciding to ftnd a job; (f) preferred post-secondary location; (g) preferred
work location; and (h) future lifestyle expectations?
15. Are the fmdings of the present study consistent with findings of similar rural
youth respondents in Sharpe and Spains' (199Ia) Youth Transition study with
respect to: (a) future career choices; (b) immediate career plans; (e) future
lifestyle expectations; and (d) reasons for not continuing their education or
training.
16. Are there differences by gender between present study participants and the
similar rural youth respondents in the Sharpe and Spain (199la: 1991b) Youth
Transition study with respect to: (a) future career choices; (b) immediate career
plans; (e) future Lifestyle expectations: and (d) reasons for not continuing their
education or training.
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Limitation of the Study
Generalizabilicy afthe fmdings from the proposed study are limited to youth from
rural areas in Newfoundland made up of mostly fisbiDg communities and located a
substantial distance from Iargerccotcrs.
The proposed study does not contain control groups for comparison purposes.
Therefore, the findings will suggest, rather than confirm, ways in which rurality and the
economic context bas affected the decisions of youth with respect to post-secondary
education and employment.
Ooe of the main purposes of the proposed study was to obtain the students'
perspective on how certain barriers and variables could influence their post-secondary
educational and employment plans. It is possible that students may have a different
perspective once they apply for programs and, or jobs. However, since no further
follow-up survey of this cohort is being considered, no insight will be gained into how
their perspectives may change in the short teml.
DeimitiODS of Key Terms
Rural - Communities with populations of 5,000 or fewer people.
2. Subjects - Respondents to the survey ~ the graduation class of 1995 located on
the northern tip of Newfoundland and the southern shore of Labrador.
3. Career Plans ~ Educational and occupational plans.
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4. Value of Education· 'The extent 10 which cducar:ioa is viewed as important.
S. Barriers • Perceived obstacles to participatioo in post-secondary educational
progr.uns.
6. Transition Process • The eventS, activities, decisions, and 50 forth, thai lead to
accommodation of the life functions of work, education, family, and social
activities and leisure (Sharpe & Spain, 1991a).
7. Attachment • Degree 10 which respondenu feel attached to family and their
home community.
8. Northern Cod Recovery Prozram (NCARP) • an income support and vessel
suppon program implemented by the federal government of Canada in 1992 10
assisl: fisherpenons and fish plant wolkers adversely affeacd by the 1992 rod
moratorium.
9. The Atlantic GrouodrlSb Strategy (TAGS) - an income support and labour
marlrer: adjustment program implemclltcd by the fedetal government of Carwia
in 1994 10 replaced NCARP.
to. General Education Development (GED) - embraces (annal and infonnal aspect5
of education which contributes to a worker's reasoning development, ability to
foUow instructions, and acquisition of mathematical and language skills. 11te
GEl) level required for an occupation is expressed on an ascending six digit scale
(Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occuparions, 1990).
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11. Specific Voc:ational Prepar.atiOD (SVP) • is a niDe-digit scale representing the
time required to Iea.m lhe tcebniques and skills oeeded for an occupation. The
number comspoods to the number of yean of training required (Canadian
Ckusijiauion and DicriofIiUJ of Occupations, 1990).
12. Youth· individual who is 16 to 24 yean old (Canado/N~wfoundland Youth
Employmem Straltgy, 1989).
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The movement from secondary school into post~secondaryeducation and, or into
tbe workforce is a critical point in the transition process affected by a number of
variables. This chapter outlines the transition process. the transition patterns and the
variables which influence both.
The Transition Process
The transition from school to work has often been perceived as a specific event
that occurs upon the completion of high school or post·secondary training. The
transition, however, is not linear in nature. It is a much more complex process which
varies from individual to individual and takes place over several years (Mason, 1985).
Some youth leave school and enter directly into the workplace, while others emer into
a post·secondary education program. A substantial number of these youth migrate to and
from post-education to the workforce, and vice versa, before finding stable employment
(Aniser et aI., 1980; Krahn & Lowe, 1991). As workers, they continue to make
tr.lnsitions moving from one job to another. Thus, it is more appropriate to view
transition as one component of a larger process, the career development process, rather
than as a specific event (Rosenthal & Pilot, 1988).
The movement from high school into the workforce or into a JXlst-secondary
program is a critical point in the transition process. It is at this point that youth have to
make career decisions which will have a large influence on the type of employment they
IS
obla.in and the life they experience in the future. These caccer decisions are not isolated
decisions, but rather, decisions which must be made such lhat consideration is given to
other upirations of the itldividuals; aspirations with respect to family and SlXiaJ and
leisure activities. Career decisions influence, and ate influenced by these aspirations
(Sharpe & Spain, 1991a).
The interaction between work, education, family and social life serves to
complicate the trnnsition process and must be understood to fully appreciate the
complexity of the transition process itself.
For a successful U'ansition to occur the four must ac..:ommodate each
other, resulting in a lifestyle for people which combines the life functions
of work, education, family, and social activities, and leisure. Each of the
fOUf comp:ments must accommodate, and be accommodalc:d by. each of
the others. This is the process of transition: the events, activities,
decisions, and 50 fonh, that lead to this accommodation. In lhe broadest
sense, the criterion of a successful tnnsition is the degree in which each
life function supports all the others. (Sharpe & Spain, 1991a, p. 5).
Masoo (1985) in a ~icw of the Litemure concerning the uansitioo from school
to work concluded that six variables are important in the transition process: family.
primary and secondary school, the labour m~ structure. the labour market and
employment, the labour system, and the social and economic context. These variables
interact to influence the transition process and career plans or our youth.
Patterns of Tnlosition
In the 1970's and 1980's, researchers began to conduct longitudinal studies
regarding the tn\IlSition pauems of Canadian youth into the workforce. In 1980, Anisef
I.
et aI., conducted a six·year follow-up study of Ontario youlh and their movement intO
the woMorce. Sevt:raI yean later the Ministry of Skills and Development (1989)
surveyed 1400 Ontario Grade 12 students, ages 17 to 28, concerning their transition into
the workforce. In 1989, Shafpe and Spain began a longitudinal study of 7390 Level m
Newfoundland students and their U'alt$ition from school to the workforce.
Anisef et aI.·s (1980) study involved four phases: phase one, the initial survey
was carried Out in 1973 while the students were in Grade 12; phase two, the second
survey. in the Spring of 1973; phase tlm:e. the third survey in October and November
of 1974, 18 months after the initial survey; and phase four, the final survey, in 1979, six
years after the initial survey_ During the initial survey 2555 Grade 12 students were
interviewed. In 1979, 1522 of the origina.l 2555 students were interviewed. Of the
1522, a subgroup of 100 respondents. mainly from the metropolitan Toronto area, were
focused on. This subgroup included 12 youth from smalllOwns in eastern Ontario.
When the respondents were interviewed in 1979. 63.9~ had fq)Orted some
exposure to posHccondary educa.tioo. Approximately 50~ of these had experienced
university, 35% had experienced College of Applied AJU and Technology (CAAT)
program, and 13.4% had experienced both. Of aU the respondents, 20.4% graduated
from university, 16.5% graduated from a CAAT program, 6.4% remained in graduate
or professional school, 6.0% attended but did not graduate from university, and an
additional 6.0% attended but did not graduate from CAAT. A further 36.2% of the
respondents had no post-secondary education. Some of the respondents attained
17
.l.Itemative fonns of education. such as private vocabona1 schools, adult learning
programs, apprenticeship prognuns and olber short programs.
Upon graduatiDg from high school, 46.2 to of all respondents enroled directly into
some form of post-sccooda.ry education. A further 17.6" delayed enrolment for at least
one year. The vast majority of students who had completed some form of post-secondary
education had enroled directly after graduation.
For most Ontario youth, the transition pathway from high schoo! into POSt-
secondary uaining and, or into the workforce did not foUow a smooth linear panero.
This was evident from Anisefet aI.'$ survey: 26.4% afthe respondents who had entered
post-secondary institutions had withdrawn at some stage; however, 55.8'1 of these later
returned and completed their studies. According 10 Anisef et aI. 's dala, 8.3'1 of Ontario
youth drop OUt of univenity of which 12.8'1 do not return. An additional n.D'Ii drop
out and 8.4'1 do not return to CAATs.
By 1979, most (90%) of Anisef et aI.·s respondents were in the labour force fuU·
time. Only 20'1 of females, half of whom were housewives and half of whom were
studenlS, and 9.1" of the male respondents (most still in school) were not in the
workforce. Only 3.7. of males and 6.5% of females were unemployed.
These results would suggest that Ontario youth do fmd some type of full-time
employment shonty after gnduating from Grade 12. However, th.is data was collected
in 1979 when the oconomic status of Canada was far mOlt favourable th.an it is today.
One would expect that the youth unemployment rates would be higher in teday's
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economic market, especially in provinces such as Newfoundland, where the economic
situation is fragile at best.
In 1989, the Ministry of Skills and Development, Ontario, carried out an
additional study focusing on lhe transition of Ontario youth into the work place. This
study, unlike Anisef et a1. 's 1980 study, focused on a select sample of Ontario youth:
those who did not enter post-secondary education immediately after leaving high school.
They interviewed 1400 youth. aged 17-28 years, from various parts or Ontario. AlmOst
all of the sUbjects had already left high school at the time of the interview (only 70 were
still in high school).
The movement from school into the Labour force was speedy for most respondents
with 70 % reponing that they had found their fIrst job within one month of actively
looking. Two-thirds of the respondents' fltSt jobs were in the service, processing, or
clerical industries. Females were more apt to frod their ftrst job in traditionally female
areas, such as clerical, sales and service positions, while males were more apt to fmd
their first job in either manufacturing or construction.
Since leaving high school most of the respondents were employed full-time with
most reporting such employment at survey time. The occupational pronIe of the
respondents jobs did not differ substantially overtime. Most were still employed in
processing and fabricating jobs, or clerical and service jobs. Females continued to be
concentrated in clerical and service occupations while males continued to be concentrated
in manufacturing and construction occupations. The most noteworthy difference in their
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job at survey time and their flISt job was a decline in the number of respondents
employed in service occupations and a slight increase in the number employed in
professional positions. Only a small number of respondents reponed CUrTent jobs in
managerial or professional positions.
Despite the relative ease with wh.ich the Ontario youth found their rust job. for
many youth the movement into a stable fuU-timejob was difficult. As many as 40% of
the respondents had some experience with unemployment. Two-tlllrds of these had one
or two such experiences. A funher one-third had three or more experiences. while one-
fifth of the feSIY.lndents had fOUf or more unemployment experiences with a mean
duration of eight months. For these youth, unemployment appeared to be a part of life.
With the exception of 17 and 18 year olds, those under 23 years or age were less likely
than those over 23 to have experienced periods of unemployment.
This was nOI surprising given the Lowe, Krahn and Turner (1987) report to
Alberta Manpower. These researchers noted that the high unemployment, which has
become a strucrured feature of our society, has posed acute problems for youth entering
the workforce. Traditional entry levels jobs were disappearing forcing young people to
become trapped in job ghettos where they are vulnerable to underemployment and
unemployment (M"ason, 1985).
While none of the 1989 Ministry of Skills and Development Ontario study
respondents entered post-secondary education immediately after leaving high school, 53 %
of the sample had undertaken some fonn of further education or uaining at the time of
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the study, the majority of which was job-related. By their mid-to-Iate twenties 30% of
the 53 % reported they had undertaken some further education for job-related reasons,
17% for interest reasons, and 6% for a combination of both. Most reponed enroling in
one program only; however, 19% enroled in two progrnms and a further 6% enroled in
three or more programs. Many of the programs (apprmwnalcly 50%) were shon in
duration (six months or less) and were certification type programs.
In 1989, Sharpe and Spain (l99Ia; 1991b) began a study to determine the
tnnsition pattern of Newfoundland and Labrador youth. They surveyed 7390 Level m
srudents from across Newfoundland and Labrador. The initial survey took place in
April, 1989, when the SUbjects were still in high school. A first follow-up was
conducted in lale October-November of the same year, a second follow-up survey in
1991, and a third in 1992.
In me initial survey students were asked to indicate their plans for the following
year. Of the Iota.! sample, 55% (49% of males and 60.5% of the females) planned to
continue their education or training and an additional 12.1 % (12.2% of males and 11.1 %
of females) indicated that they would like to continue their education or training but
would likely have to work. Only 8.3% (11.3% of males and 5.6% of females) planned
to work and 7.6% (7.8% of males and 7.5% of females) planned to take the year off.
A small number( 2.7 %) did not have any plans. In the long-term 88.6% (85.8 % of
males and 91.1 % of females) planned to attend a post-secondary institute some time in
the future (Sharpe & Spain, 1991a).
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In the same initial survey students were asked to indicate wtlich institutes they
planned to attend and which jobs they thought they might be working in the following
year. The majority of students (69.0%) gave only one, while a small percent (6.6%)
listed two institutional choices. The largest portion of student (35.3%) gave a campus of
Memorial University as the ftrst or second choice, with the most popular campus being
the main one in St. John's. Another 16.4% planned to attend institutes of technology
such as Cabot (10.0%), Fisher (3.4%), and Marine (3.0%). A further 11.1 % planned
to attend one of the various community college located throughout the province. Less
than 8% listed a private college, nursing school, Anned Forces or company school. A
large percent (24.4%) either did not respond to the question or did not know which
instirute they would cOler. The students listed a number of jobs, some more than one,
falling under a variety of occupational groups. The majority were in sales (37.7%),
service (31.6%), clerical (17.0%), manpower/make work (I [,5%), and general labour
(10.4%). A number (21.8%) indicated they did not know a job they may be working
in next year.
In the flJ'St follow-up survey 81.2% of the respondents reported they had worked
the preceding summer. An additional 13.2 % sought employment but were unsuccessfuL
Most of the summer jobs obtained by these respondents fell under the same categories
as the those oblained by Anisef et aI.'s (1980) respondents. They were in either the
service industry (22.0%), the sales industry (15.8%), clerical work (12.2 %), the labour
category (9.7%) or make-work summer employment programs (16.5%). Only 1.1 % of
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the respondents reported being involved in some kind of educational eJq>erience during
the summer.
The transition pathway varied among the respondents in the Newfoundland study.
In the Fall of 1989, 61.8% gave lheir status as a student, 34.5% as working, 5.0$ as
unemployed, 8.1 % as unemployed but looking for work, 0.4% as homemaker, as 1.4%
as other. Of me 61.8% who were students the majority enroled in Memorial University
(47.5%), community colleges (12.4%), institutes of technology (8.2%) or in military
universities (6.3%). Twenty-five percent of the respondents entered directly imo the
workforce. Two-thirds of these were employed fuU-time and 9% were also students.
Overall, 13.1 % of the respondents were unemployed. The types of jobs held by those
entering directly into the workforce and those working and anending a post-secondary
institute were essentially the same. These jobs were similar in type to the summer jobs
and the jobs held by Anisef et aI.·s (1980) respondents (i.e., 49.4% were in the area of
sales or services and 17.3% were in the area of clerical occupations). Most of the jobs
would be classified as being low or semi-skilled, requiring little training or preparation
and 40% of the jobs were either temporary or seasonal in nature. A large number of
respondents found jobs located in their homeoommunity (57.2%). Another 21.4% found
jobs within the province but outside their home community and 18% found jobs outside
the province. At the time of the first follow-up survey only 52.4 % of the respondents
indicated their school career paths were on track (Sharpe & Spain, 1991b).
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There is evidence to suggest that the actual transition pattern taken by YOUth
leaving high school differed somewhat from the panem they expected to take. According
to Walsh (1989), from his sample of Ontario youth, approJtimalely 70% of all nigh
school students expected to enter into some form of post-secondary education
immediately upon leaving ILigh school. Only a small percentage expected to enter the
workforce (less than 10% of female and 17% of males). However, these expectations
did not reflect the reality of the situation. The number of students expecting to enter into
a form of post·secondary studies or tJaining was two to three times greater than the rate
of students who actually did enter. Likewise only half of all students who expected to
enrol in university orcoUege actually did so. Sharpe and Spain (l99Ia) found a similac
difference. When the respondents were interviewed in Grade 12, 88.6% planned to enler
post-secondary training or studies, yet only 51 % of these students were enroled in post-
secondary institulcs the following Fall.
Anisef et aI. 's (1980) findings differed from the findings of Walsh (1989) and
Sharpe and Spain (199la; 199tb). In Anisef et a1.'s (1980) study, more respondents
attended post-secondary institutions than expected to when they were interviewed in
Grade 12. 11ris was true for both universities and CAAT's (30.4% of the 41.4% of
respondents who attended university expected to do so when they were in Grade 12; and
22.3% of the 3t.l % who attended CAAT expected to do so). Some of the differences
between the Anisef et aI. (1980) and the Sharpe and Spain surveys may be accounted for
by the timing of the dara collections, year of study, as well as the different locations in
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Canada of the respondents. Anisc.f et aI.·s (1980) interviews wen: conducted six yea.t'5
after graduation, and thus included~tswoo entered post-secoodary after a delay
of one year or mon:o 'The Sharpe and Spain study data were coLlected the fall roUowing
graduation and thus, did not include students who had delayed post.scc:ondaJy enrolment.
When the Sharpe and Spain's sample were later interviewed in the second foUow.up
survey, 62.8% indicated the had entered some form of post~seconda.ryprogram.
Given the limited number of studied focusing on the transition patterns of
Canadian youth into the workforce, and the complexity of the information found by those
which have been carried oul, it is difficult 10 precisely summarized the diversity of
pathways taken. However, it was appaIUIl that post-secondary aspiJations were not
always attained and that a wide variety of mnsition patterns emerged.
Career AspiratiollS
~ aspirations are the educational and occupational goals which an individual
hopes to attain in the future. They~ crucial to the mnsition process because they form
the basis from which career decisions and plans develop (Shave, 1985) as weU as provide
direction for the individual in their transition from school into the workforce (Sharpe &.
Spain, 1991a; 1991b).
Sharpe and Spain (199la) looked at the career aspirations of Level m students as
expressed through vocational aspirations. They asked students wh.ich career they would
like to enter in the future. The majority of students (82.31) gave one career choice
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while 11.4~ gave two career choices and 1.2'Ji gave tM:e. Only 5.0'1 did not list any
choice or answered -didn't Icnow·. When the responses were organized using Canadian
Classifications and Dictionary of Occupations (Minister of Supply and Service Canada,
1989) 18.2'Ai of the respondents indicated career choices in the medical and hca1lh
occupational group. 13.3" in service, 13.45 in natuttl science, engineering, math,
10.)'; in social services and related azeas. 10.2t; in teaching and related areas, 9.2"
in managerial and administrative, and 6,81i in clerical and related-areas. Less than 2.0'Ji
Listed jobs in the n:uura1 resources aJea. A Dumber of students 03.75) indicated that
they had thought of starting a business. The vast majority of these: were males and the
businesses were mainly (68.4"> in the service or related areas.
Most students had long term aspirations. When asked what they expected to be
doing in five to ten years, 60.4% expected (0 be working in a job or career, 0.4%
expected 10 be homemakers and 28.1 'Jj expected to be doing both. Only 10.6% did not
have any long tenn aspintions and indicated that they did not know what they would be
doing in thc next ten years. It was also evident that a large prop::lrtion of students
(63'1) did not expect to do seasonal work: and collect unemployment insurance (U.l).
Only 7.5'1 considered this a possibility. However, 29.5'1 did not know whether or not
they would work seasonally and eoUcet U.I.
Influential factors
Career aspintions are also expressed through education plans as well as
occupational expectations. Studies conducted in Newfoundland and other partS orCanada
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indicate that similar facoors, whicb iDclude a number of different background. school
related, and economic factors, influence both. The most predominating factors cbat
emerged in the literature were: (a) family socioeconomic status (Miser et aI., 1980;
Parsons, 1974; Schoenfeldt, 1968; SeweU & Shah, 1967; Shave, 1985; Tilley, 1975), (b)
educational level of p<mnts (Anderson, 1980; Breton, 1972; Sandberg, Eh:r'hartit,
Mellins, Inee, & Meyer·Bahlburg, 1987; Shave, 1985; Tilley, 1975), (e) family suppan
and enrouragemcot (Lewko. Hein, Rasbmi, & Tesson, 1993; Sewell, 1971; Sewell &
Shah, 1967; Shave, 1985), (d) value of education (McGrath, 1993), (e) area of residence
(Anisef et al., 1980; Looker, 1993; Naire, 1971; Peach, 1970; Strohscbein, 1971; Tilley,
1975), (0 perceptions of academic ability (Scbonfeldt, 1968; lilley, 1975; Wiseman,
1982), (g) academic achievement (Looker & McNutt, 1989; McGrath, 1993; Sharpe &
White, 1993), (h) study program el11'Qled in during high school (Anisef et al., 1980;
McGrath, 1993; Tilley. 1975), (i) cost of education (Fuller, Manski & Wise, 1982) and
(j) economic times (Gregory & Duncan, {980; Gustman & Sieinmeier, 1981). Barriers
to post-secondary education (McGrath, 1993) and peers plans (Carpenter & Western,
1984) may also influence career aspirations.
Family variables are likely to affect educational plans and occupationaJ
expectations in a number of ways. SWdents from high socioeconomic status families are
more likely to enroled intO a post-secondary program (Anisef et ai, 1980; Breton, 1972;
Looker & Pineo, 1983; Parson, 1974; Schoenfeldt. 1968; Sewell & Shah, 1967; Sharpe
& White, 1993; Shave, 1985; Tilley, 1975) and more likely to have higher occupational
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expectations than students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds (Breton, 1970; Lewko,
Hein, Garg, & Tessan, 1993; Tilley, (975). Students with parents lIlat have a high
education level are more likely, than those who do not, to engage in post-secondary
schooling (Anderson, 1980; Breton, 1972; Shave, 1985; Tilley, 1975). Also, the Iligher
the parental level of education the higher the occupational expectations of the student
(Sandberg, Ehrhardt, Melllns, Ince, Meuer-Bablourg, 1987; TiUey, 1975).
In the Sharpe and White (1993) youth transition study, parents of students who
attended a posHecondaty institute were more likely than the parents of those who did
not attend to have stable employment: 70% of the "Anender's" fathers as compared to
50% afthe "Non-anender's" falhers worked full-time; similarly, 39% of the "Anender's·
mothers as compared to 26% of the "Non-attender's" mothers worked full-time. The
"Attenders" were also more likely than the "Non-attenders" to expect fUllUlCial support
for their education from parents. The educational levels of the parents were also relaled
to educational plans. The educational levels of parents of "Attenders" was ltigher than
that of Ihe parents of lhe "Non-attenders".
Likewise, in another study, students from higher socioeconomic statuS
backgrounds had ltigher occupational expectations and were more likely to choose
occupalions of a "higher status" (SeweU & Straus, 1967). Breton (1970) reponed similar
fmdings: a larger percent of males whose fathers had wltile coUar occupations than males
whose fathers had lower status occupation, chose professional or managerial occupations.
In addition, students who enroled in post-secondary schools were more likely Ihan those
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who don't to perceive a high levc.l of family suppon and eocouragemcnt toWa.Id education
(Sl:tave, 1985). However. ~Its from Tilley (1975) SDJdy suggested that while
background variables were significant in influencing a petsOQ's decision to main furtber
educatiOD., it was not as significant as school related variables. In his sample of
Newfoundland youth the highest pm;lietor of educational plans was occupational
expeaation followed by study program and their self concept of ability.
In 1985, Shave examined a group of academically capable Newfoundland students
who were eligible, but choose not to pu~ue post~secondary education or training
following bigh school graduation. She found a number of commonalities amoog the
group. For the most pa.n., these students came from poorer backgrouods. Their fathers
were cfwacterized by sea.sooal employment and periods of unemploymcru; their mothers
we~ unemployed and remained at borne, the educational level ofbotb parents was Jow;
there was very little family support or encouragement in the direction of post-secondary
education or training; and their siblings bad IlOI emoled in any form of post-secondary
education. '!be studel1tS had little communic:alioo with parents, t=cf)ers, or peers
COOCCmIDg funher education, and vert linle knowledge of student aid programs. Also,
they had not initiated any career search or decided on a career area of interest. Both the
student and their parents had value conflicts revolved around the value of education as
opposed to !be value of work and many of the students felt obligated to assist the family
fUWlCially.
2.
In a nationwide study of Canadian youth, Briton (1972) (ouod several background
factors to be important in the cm:er decisions of Canadian youth. They included the
father's ex:cupational status, parents' educational level. family size, birth order of the
child, and the overall pattern of authority which existed between the parent and the child.
Lewko, Hein, Garg and Tcsson (1993) cited in Aniser and Axelrod (1993)
conducted a study involving students from Northern Ontario who excelled in Science.
The family backgrounds of these studeniS were characterized by a high socioeconomic
status, a high degree of martiaJ stability, and a high level of support and encouragement
from parents. Even willUn this privileged group. the father's level of education IVai
related to occupational expectations: students whose father had attained higher levels of
education were more likely 10 plan c:arccrs in science, particularly physical and
quantitative science. While family influence was important for both males and fcma.les
it was of particular importance for females.
Breton (1970) found parental encoulagefJ1ent to be positively associated with
occupational expectations of both males as well as females. In addition, parenlal
encouragement was more prevalent in the upper class, well educated families.
S<:hool related variables also influence educational plans. Students' who enrol in
academic programs (Anisef et al., 1980; Barker, 1972; lilley, 1975) and students who
perceive their ability level to be Iligh (Schonfeldt. 1968; Tilley, 1975) are more likely
to have posBccondary school plans and are more likely to be associated with
nontraditional choices (Wiseman, 1982) than those who perceive their ability level to be
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low. A SlUdent's perceived level of ability also affects their occupational expectation.
Students who believe they have more ability are more likely than those who believe they
have less ability to have higher occupational expectations (Tilley, t975; Wiseman, 1982).
Sharpe and White (I993) compared a group of students who enroled in a post-
secondary program to a group who did not. Their ftndings indicated that the ~Attenders-
had a higher self-concept of ability than tbe ~Non·anenders·. Many (31.8%) of the
•Anclldel'l" considered their marks to be among the best when compared to those of their
peers. This was substantially higher lhan the perception of "Non-attenders" of whom
9.2 % considered their marks to be among the best.
The cost of post-secondary education also affects educational plans. Fuller,
Manski and Wise (1982) indicated that the cost of school was important in a student's
decision concerning post-secondary education. They found a negative relationship
between the cost of schooling and Canadian students' desire to enrol in post-secondary
training or education. As the cost of post-secondary school increased, the desire to enrol
decreased. Other institutional factors such as the entrance requirements and the demand
for the specific programs also affect post-secondary school plans (Sharpe & Spain,
199Ib).
Variables outside the family and school, such as the economic context influence
the decision to enrol in post-secondary education. During poor economic times more
students tend to enrol in post-secondary schooling than in times of economic prosperity.
The opposite is trUe during prospect economic times (Gregory & Duncan, 1980; Gustman
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& Steinmeier, (981).
Pavarko and Bishop (1966) in a study involving Ontario grade 12 students found,
with the exception of girls from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, that the educational
plans of students were greatly influenced by the plans of tbeir peers. However, Williams
(1971) found that as males moved beyond grade IO parents began to have a larger
influence on their education aspirations than did teachen or peers.
Gender Differences
Almost without exception, the research on the transition from school to work
indicate men and women experience the transition process differently (Anisef et aI.,
1980; Clark & Willis, 1988; Looker, 1993; Looker & McNutt, 1989; Sharpe & Spain,
1991a, (99tb; Sharpe & White, 1993; TIlley, 1975). The Iiterarure up 101981 indicated
that fewer females than males aspired to post-secondary schools, particularly university.
However, this long-lasting pattern has altered since 1981. Many of the gender
differences which existed have been downgraded. More females are now aspiring to
higher levels of education and more are moving into non-traditional programs, especially
in the higher StatuS programs (Looker & McNutt, 1989). Recent studies have found
females equally as likely as males to have posHeconclary plans (Looker, 1993). Some
have even found more females than males in univenity (Sharpe & White, 1993).
Males and females experience the transition inlo the workforce differently. Males
are more likely than females to find full-time and summer-time employment. In Anisef
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et al.·s (1980) study 20% of females compared to 9.1 % of males were not in the
workforce. In Sharpe and Spain (199lb) study 36.6% of male respondeDts compared
to 32.5% of females reported a working status. Likewise males are more apt than
females to obtain full-time employment, while females are more likely than males to
obtain pan-time employment (Minister of Skills and Development, Ontario, 1989). It
appears, however, that males are continuing to make the same traditional choices, with
respect 10 education and occupation, as they did years ago (Looker, 1993).
Despite theses changes in tJansition patterns, both females and males are still
enroting in traditional gender stereotypical educational programs and aspiring to
traditional gender stereotypical occupations (Anisef et aI., 1980; Looker, 1993; Sharpe
& Spain, 1991a). Females are more likely than males to enter university, nursing
schools, out-of-province universities and private colleges. Males are more likely than
females to COler tile Marine Institute (Sharpe & Spain, 1991a). Likewise, a disponionate
number of females occupied traditionally female jobs (Anisef et aI., 1980, Minister of
Skills and Development, 1988; ShaIpe & Spain, 1991b). Females are still less likely
than their male counterparts to obtain graduate degrees.
In 1989 Looker and McNutt studied 400 youth in Hamilton, Ontario to detennine
the effect of occupational elCpCCtations on the educational attainment of males and
females. In their studies, father's education, grades in high school, father's educational
expectations for the youth, and both the statuS and gender composition of one's expected
job affected educational attainment. Occupational expectation affected the educational
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aaa.inment of both males and females, and accounted for much of the gender difference
in educational attainment. Sandberg et aI. (1987) fouod family variables lo be a bigger
determinant of female career aspirations than males. Females who aspired to non·
traditional science occupations were mOTe likely than females who aspired to traditional
occupations to have father's with significantly more education. Other studies have found
that females who aspired 10 nontraditional careers were more likely 10 perceive a higher
degree of family suppan with respect to their educational and occupational choices
(Fitzpatrick & Silvennan, 1989; House & GaIVey, 1985).
Area of Residena!
lbe social context in which the tranSition from school to work takes place varies
with area of ~idences. Youth from rural areas have a much more limited number of
eduatiorW and employment opportunities available to them than youth from urban areas
and are thus somewhat disadvantaged (Looker, 1993).
The majority of the reseazch studying the relationship between area of residence
and educational plans indicate thaI rural youth are less likely than their urban
counterparts to aspire to posHccondary education (Anisef et aJ., 1980; Looker, 1993;
Narinc, 1971; Peach, 1970; Strohschein, 1911; Tilley, 1975) and less likely 10 anend a
post-secondary institution (Anisef et al., 1980; Looker, 1993; Narine, 1971; Peach,
1970; Strohschein, 1971; Tilley, 1975).
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In the Aniser et aI. (1980) sample of Ontario youth. area of residence was shown
to be an influencing factor on their educational plans. Rural areas had a higher
concentration of lower socioeconomic status families, and as a result, more students in
general programs, hence decreasing the likelihood that they would anend post-secondary
schooling. Funhennore, students from rural areas with families of nigh social economic
status were still less likely than their urban counterparts to anend university when they
did complete academic programs. More went on to COUcge of Applied ans and
Technology (eAA1) or directly into the workforce.
Looker (1993) cited in Aniser and Axelrod (1993) conducted a study in 1989
which examined the transition to work in three localities: Hamilton; Ontario; Halifax,
Nova Scotia and rural Nova Scotia. She concluded that the transition process for rural
youth was complicated by the lack of educational and occupational opportunities in their
area of residence. These youth were faced with the dilemma of choosing between their
career aspirations and their desire to remain at home. Rural youth had closer community
ties than urban youth, and at the same time were much more likely than urban youth to
have anticipating having to leave home for educational and occupational opponunities.
This she speculated, may cause many rural youth to opt out of post-secondary education
or training and accept any type of job. This is supponed by both Day (1990) and further
youth transition study by Looker (1993). In Looker's group, ruraJ youth were much
more likely than urban youth to see seasonal work supplemented with unemployment
insurance as a viable option. Day's (1990) study suggested that many rural youth would
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accept almost any work provided it enabled them 10 remain home
Two studies, both using a Newfoundland sample, did not find any association
between area of residence and post-secondary education (McGrath, 1993; Parson, 1974).
However, in McGrath's (1993) study, which used panial data caUceled from me Youth
Transirion into the Labour Marlat (Sharpe & Spain, 1991a) survey, rurality did have an
influence on advanced mathematics achievement and on increased barriers to further
education. Both of these had a consistent and large effect on post-secondary education
enrolment. Sharpe and White (1993), using the their youth tranSition data, found that
rural yOUib were more highly concentrated in non~university type post-secondary
institutes. This suggests that rurality, at the least, has an indirect affect on post-
secondary education choices and thus occupational expectations. In fact, Tilley (1975)
had found that students from rural areas also tended to have lower occupational
expectations; and Looker (1993) and Wiseman (1982) found that they have more
traditional occupational expectations.
Looker (1993) also found more gender role and gender stereotyping of
occupations in rural areas than in the more urban areas. While Looker did not make any
speculation on the effect of rural residence on occupational expectation, lhe fact that
stUdents from rural areas were aware of fewer types of occupations, and more likely to
see seasonal wone supplement with unemployment insurance as a viable option seems to
suggest that they may have lower occupational expectations.
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Wiseman (1982) in a sample of Newfoundland high school students found scudenls
from urban Newfoundland were less Likely than their rural counterparts to make
traditional career choices. Breton (1970) however, did not find area of residence to have
an effect on students' occupational aspirations.
Barrier to Post-Secondary Education
A number of high school students aspire. yet do not enrol. in post-secondary
education. The barriers which interfere with youth post-secondary educational plans may
vary from individual to individual, but some common themes emerge from a review of
the literature.
Sharpe and Spain (1991b) in their 1989 survey of Newfoundland and Labrador
youth asked the respondenls to indicate possible reasons for not continuing with their
education or lraining. The most frequently cited reason was «I would like to start
supporting myself" (49%), foUowed by "I may not have enough money for schoo'-
(44.7%), The former reason was cited maS{ frequently by males and the latter by
females. Some students (31.4%) indicated that they did not plan to continue their
education because they bad not decided on a program. Others, (28.3%) were concemed
about their ability to succeed in a post-secondary program. Only 8% said they would not
continue their education because they had to go far from home, and only 4.1 % because
their academic qua1ification were inadequate. When asked the most important reason for
not continuing their education or training, 30.8 % cited lack of money, 22.9% wanted to
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support themselves, 14% could not decide on a program, 12.9% were uncertain as to
whether they had the academic ability required, 5.3% academic qualifications were
inadequate, 3.6% wanted a break, and 2.8% did DOl want to move far from home. [0
a second follow-up survey, conducted by Sharpe and White (1993), respondents were
asked about potential problems associated witb obtaining funher education. Their results
revealed that significantly more of those not attending compared to those attending post-
secondary education to perceive finding time to go to school, finding available courses
near where they lived, meeting entrance requirements, having to work to support
themselves/family, getting infonnation, getting money to pay for their education, and
rmding the right course/program near home as problematic. The problem of least concern
for both groups was getting infonnation about courses: however about 30% of wNon~
attenders~ as compared to 19.8% of ~Anenders~ indicated this to be a problem. Further
analysis indicated that significantly more rural youth cited finding courses close to home
or close to where they lived to be a problem as they pursued further education. The
-Non-attenders w , as a group, were likely to consider time to attend, availability of
courses, entrance requirements and funding as barriers to further education.
Policies made directly by the educational institutions themselves may serve as
barriers for studenlS wishing to enrol in post-secondary educational programs. The
demand of a program, limited enrolment in a program and the entrance requirements of
a program may prohibit some youth from qualifying for post-secondary programs (Sharpe
& Spain, 1991a).
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The COSt of post-secondary education is important in an individuars decision to
enler, or not to emer, into a post-secondary educational program. As the cost of post-
secondary schooling increases, the desire to enrol decreases (PuUer, Manski & Wise,
1982). Given that many students list their parents as a main source of fmancial
assistance while in post-secondary school (Sharpe & While, 1993), the fmancial situation
of the family may be a barrier to students furthering their education. McGrath (1993)
reponed lack of finances and program access to be the most significant barriers to post-
secondary education.
School-related variables, courses offered, academil,: achievement, and type of
program enroled may serve as a further barrier to post-secondary education. McGrath
(1993) reported academic achievement and success in advanced mathematics to be
consistently related to panicipation in post-secondary education. Wilson (1991)
concluded that many rural Newfoundland students have reduced aCGess to courses such
as advanced mathematics, Chemistry, and physics. This lessens the likelihood of them
anending university. Studies have also found that students who enrol in an academic
program are more likely than students who enrol in a general program to have post-
secondary plans (Anisef et aI., 1980; Looker & McNutt, 1989; Tilley, 1975). Many
post-secondary institutes, panicularty universities, require an academic program for
enrolment. Hence, lack of an academic program may be a barrier for many students.
Funher barriers include community attachment and a desire to remain home
(Looker, 1993; O'Neil, 1981). These barriers, as weU as academic program, courses
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offered at school, distance from post-secondary facilities, finding a place to live and cost
of furthering ene's education, are believed to be more pronounced for rural youth than
urban youth (Looker, 1993; Sharpe & White, 1993; Wilson, 1991).
The demand for many programs has increased due to the large number of
Northern Cod Adjustment Recovery Program (NCARP) recipients, retraining fishery
workers, enroled in post-secondary education in Newfoundland (Sharpe & White, 1993).
Many institutions have adopted policies which guarantees a minimal number of "seats"
to NCARP recipients, yet they have not increased their maximum enrolments. Also,
within the province, the entrance requirements for many programs have been raised in
the past years. All technology programs offered at Westviking College in western
Newfoundland now require academic math plus twO third level sciences. Memorial
University of Newfoundland has also raised first year entrance requirements to an
average (0 70% (Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1995).
The Context of Transition
The transition for school to work does not occur in a vacuum, but in an
environmental context that affects an individual's opportunities and their perception of
these opportunities. The context is the world in which one lives and the place where one
makes the work transition (Spain & Sharpe, 1991a).
Young (1983) hypothesized that four environments ex.ist in which youth operate
to make career choices; the microsystems, the mesosystem, the ecosystem, and the
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macrosystem. 'The microsystems, which are the immediate surroundings of the person
consisting of family. peen, school and workplace influences the youth's expcclations and
behaviour. The mesosystems occur at the interface of twO or more microsystems.
Young believed the most imponant mesosystem [0 be the uansition 10 work. The
ecosystem, which consists of social class, media, family sociaJ network, sex roles of
parents, and public policy affect but are not affected by the individual. The
macrosystem, basic possesses and evolutionary forces, !.Iter possible career selection over
a long period of time. 'These include technical changes, work ethics, perceived purpose
of education and the role of women.
Spain and Sharpe (1991a) divided the context into two separate components
depending on bow they influence an individual, the macro context and institutional
factors. The macro context is comprised of the major, widespread influencc:s that are
distlnce.d from individuals. These are the economic trends, major policy changes of
government, and the introduction of radical innovation (such as new technology).
Institutional factors are somewhat closer to the person in the streets. Examples are the
minimum wages, enllllnCe requirements for educational prognms. educational programs
that are available. and the demands for programs. Yet others are collective agreements.
limits of enrolment, and unemployment insurance.
Ec:onomic Context
Ecooomic factors are known to affect the transition into the workforce. Various
studies acknowledge the important role the economy plays in the transition of youth from
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school 10 wort (Anisef et aI., 1980; Krahn &. Lowe, 1990; Shupe: &. Spain, 1991a;
SIwpe &: White, 1993).
The economic context of Newfoundland has undergone drastic cbanges over the
past six years. Newfoundland has witnessed a closure of its main resource, the cod
fishery. In addition, unemploymenl rates continue to increase (Economic Resean:h and
Analysis Division, 1993; 1994). Sharpe and White (1993) summarized this and Stated
that:
1990 marked the beginning of a recession both in Canada and particularly
in Newfoundland. The fishery was suffering through the cutbacks which
preceded the major closure two years later, and other primary industries
were experiencing declines. Seasonal work. in rural Newfoundland was
especially affected by the: fishery. (p.7).
As Canada and Newfoundland move away from resourct-bascd industries
and economics, opponunilies for the poorty educated and uained are
reduced, in matly cues, to the point of exclusion from the woMorce.
Rural NewfouodltndeB in paniculac are affected by such ltCnds, a fact
that has been exacerbated by the recenl ck>5ure of the fishery. (p.9).
In 1992 the: federal government placed a two year moratorium on the commercial
cod fUbery in NAFO woes 2J3KL. In July of the same year NCARP was implemented
to provide fmancial assistance to fisherpersons and fish planl workers adversely affected
by the moratorium (Depar1ment of Fisheries and Oceans, 1993).
A1lhough the 1992 moralorium did not include the fishing grounds off the
nonhem tip of Newfoundland and southern shore of labrador, many fish plant workers
residing in these: area were affected by it Up until 1992 a substantial number of
community fish plants in the area would lransport cod from northern Labrador (NAFO
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zonelJ) to local plants forprooessing. Asa ~llorthcmoratorium, lhcopcratingtime
of these plants was either cut or tenninated. As a result, many fish plant worters
employed by these plants became NCARP recipients eligible for re-uaining. academic:
upgrading, and other options.
In 1992 other areas of the province, including the south coast and Gulf of 51.
Lawrence experienced reduced landings for cod (Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 1993), and in 1993 the area was closed (Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, 1993). Prior to the 1993 announcement, the vast majority of otter trawl vessels
from the northern tip of Newfoundland and southern shore of Labrador would migrate
to the southwest coast for the winter fIShery and rerum home for the summer fishery.
The 1993 announcement decreased the (ength of their fishing season by half.
In 1994, the government announced a extension to the areas covered under the
1992 mor.atorium. This extension included the SlJ'llit of Belle Isle flShing grounds
(NAFO zone 4R) and southern coast of Newfoondland (NAPO zone 3PN). The fIShing
season whicll was cut in half one years prior was terminated in 1994. While the 1992
moratorium did not directly affect the majority of inshore fisherpelWns of the nonhem
tip of Newfoundland and southern shore of labrador, the 1994 moratorium did. The
extension seriously affected the economic context of [he Northern Peninsula of
Newfoundland.
On April 19, 1994, the Atlantic Groundfish Strategy (TAGS) was introduced
(Humm Resourtt Development Canada, 1994) and on May 16, 1994, NCARP was
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replaced by TAGS (Government of Canada, 1994). Many of the fisherpersons from the
nonhero tip of Newfoundland and southern shore were eligible for, and qualified for,
compensation under TAGS.
The Income Supplement Programs
Since the cod mornlOrium was announced in 1992, two income supplement
programs have been implemented to assist the fisherpersons and fish plant workers
employed in the Newfoundland fishery, NCARP and TAGS.
The rust priority of NCARP was to provide income and vessel suppon for
fisherpersons and fish plant workers affected by the closure of fishery. Recipients of
NCARP received from a minimum monthly wageofS225 to a maximum monthly wage
of 5406. Training programs with financial support were also available to all recipients
(Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans, 1993).
NCARP recipients had six options from which to choose. The options were
training for work outside the fishery, training for work inside the fishery, work!
unemployment insurance; early retirement, income replacement rate of $225 per week,
or Licence retirement program (Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans, 1993).
Both the training for work inside and outside the fishery options provided
extensive financial assistance to fisherpersons and fish plant workers who choose to
participate in funher educational training. The fonner was to encourage those wishing
to remain in the industry to pursue professionalization. TIle laner was to encourage
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fisherperson to pursue educational training which would qualify them for employment
outside Ihe industry or to start their own business. The worklU.I. option was available
exclusively to fisherpersons, tr.l.wlerpersons, or plant workers who qualified for V.I.
while still eligible for NCARP assistance. These recipients were exempt from uaining.
'The Northern Cod Early Retirement Program was available to rtCipiencs between 55 and
64 years of age who wished to retire from the fishing industry. They received from a
minimum monthly payment of S587 up 10 a maximum monthly payment of $1232. The
licence retirement option was available only to recipients who were head of a fisning
enterprise and hold a active fuU-time inshore 213KL groundfish licence and wished to
retire from the industry. The maximum compensation under this oplion was $30,000 for
those eligible for early retirement and 50,000 for those who were nol eligible for early
retirement. All recipients who did not qualify for, or choose one of the other five
options, received a set income replacement weekly benefit rate of $225 for the dunltion
of the moratorium. The only exceptions were fisherpersons who were registered
fisherpersons from 1986 to 1992 inClusiveLy, and were registered full-time fisherpersons
from 1988 to 1992 inclusively (Department of Fisheries And Oceans, (993).
While all six options were open to alI recipients, depending on their individual
circumstances, their options under NCARP may have been restricted to as little as two.
A large number of fisherpersons and plant workers did not qualify for either of the six
options, thus did not received any income supplemems (Provincial Advisory CounciJ,
1994).
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TAGS is a five year SI.9 billion program introduced to provide income support
and IaOOur maIkct adjustment to fuberpenons and plant warleen affected by the
groundfish crisis. The labour market adjustment component includes career planning and
counselling, mobility assistance and support for employment, litclaCY and basic skills
uaining. and measures to enhance employment opportunities. Under TAGS income
support is provided to all eligible penons who actively participate in the labouT market
adjusunent program. The weekly benefits range from a minimum rate of $211 to a
maximum rate 0($382 (Human resource Development, 1994).
TAGS recipients have nine options to choose from: <a> training, a component
wlUch provides fmancial compensation for literacy programs, community-based adult
basic education, university study programs. leadership training, orienlationlcareer
guidance training and cntIq)reneurial training; (b) green project, a 52 week work cycle
focusing on the preservation and enhancement of the environment; (e) employment
bonus, available to TAGS recipicllls who accept wort: outside the fishery for less [han
their weekly income support; (d) wage subsidy, available 10 employers who hire TAGS
recipients for pennanent fuU-time employment; (e) self employment assistance, to
provide financial assistance to recipients eslablishing a new business; (f) community
opportunities pool, under which individuals panicipate in a four- to six-month project or
assonment of activities geared at helping the community; (g) mobility assistance, under
which fmancial assislance is provided to partiauy or fuUy offset the cost of relocating to
a new area which promises employment; (h) youth option offerillg assistance to those
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under 25 for tr.lining and mobility; and (i) fishery retUemeDl for those over 55 yean of
age (Human Resource Development Canada, 1994).
In 1994 the Canadian Mental HcaJth A5sociarion conducted a study to look at the
effectS of the moralOnum. They concluded that while il small mioority of NCARP
recipients were slightly bener off with the regular source of income provided by the
income replacemeot payments, the majority were experiencing financial bardswp. Many
reported a depletion of their resources, including their savings. They suggested that tbe
families most effected by the moratorium may not be those receiving NCARP and, or
TAGS income replacement payments, but those in the fIShery who failed to meet the
criteria needed to qualify for the programs. According to Cabill and Matland's (1993)
findings, this could be a la.rge Dumber of families. In their study they n:ported that 174$
of the people who applied for NCARP were rejected. or those who appealed only 28 ~
of females and 39. of males were successful. Failure to qualify for NCARP support
forced some families to go on social assistance because they were unable to find
alternative incomes (Canadian Mental Health, 1994).
Given the unique Datute of the current Newfoundland and Labrador economic
context, and the limited number of stUdies on the effects of the Cod moratorium, it is
difficult to predict the overall effect OD tbe cm::cr plans of Newfoundland youth. It is
possible that they may opt for post·secon<!ary training due to the lack of uaditiOllally
available jobs. It is also possible that they may not be able to afford post-secondary
training if reliant on family support whose income had been uaditionaIly derived from
the fishery.
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Summa",
The transition from schoollO work is a. life..long process for which the pathways
ale unpredictable and outcomes uncenaio. These palhways~ becoming more diverse
and complex with time. The pancrrtS of work transition vary among individuaIs and an:
established through individual choices and decisions made at critical points in the
transition process. These choices and decisions are made on the basis of interests,
aspirations and goals.
Most youth develop initial career aspirations during or shortly after high school.
These aspirations are an essential component of the transition process. Different factors
interaet to have long-tenn and, or $ho11-lenn effects on career aspiJation. They include
different background. school related, and economic facton. BacJcground factors include
me socioeconomic status of the family, cducationallevel of paIttIts, family support and
encourngement. value of education, area of residence and peers; while school-related
factors include study prognm. program availability, academic achievement, and
perception of academic ability.
Once they have completed h.igh school, some youth will choose to enter directly
into the workforce and others will choose to enrol into post-secondary programs.
Research has shown that a number of barriers exist for those stUdents who plan to
continue their post-secondary education. Some of these barriers, such as academic
achievement, type of program, and counes completed emerge as a direct result of
choices made in high school. Others are a diJect result of policies adopted by the
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institutes regarding entrance requirements, enrolment numbers, and ruition. Some
barriers arc believed to be more relevant to rural youth, particularly those concerned with
relocating.
Transitional decisions are made in an environmental context that controls both the
opportunities available 10 youth and the perception youth have of these opportunities.
Over the past decade, the economic context of Newfoundland has become fragile and
bleak. Newfoundland's main resource, the cod fishery, has fallen and left many
Newfoundlanders, particularly rural Newfoundlanders, in a stale of runnoil and
uncertainty. This present fishery crisis has potentially affected the career plans and
decisions of Newfoundland youth. However, the extent and nature of ils affect are
largely unknown.
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Sample
The overall procedure involved the adntinistIation of a questionoa.iIe to a sample
of rural youth who were in their graduating year of senior high school in the Province
of Newfoundland and Labrador. More specifically, dala for the study were collected from
Level mand Level IV students who resided in IUral communities located on the northern
tip of Newfoundland or the southern shore of Labrador. These places ~ "former-
fishing communities located approximately 450 kilometreS from the city of Comer Brook
and approximately 1000 kilometres from the city of St. John '5. Over two-thirds of the
communities nave populations of 500 or less. The Dearest post-secondary institution,
other than one small community college campus, is located in Comer Brook. While
students may complete their tint two years of university of Comer Brook, to obtain a
university degree in an area other than ans, students from this area must move 1000
kilometreS to St. lohn's or move out of the Province. Because this area is composed of
fishing communities and is localed a substantial distance from virtually all provincial
post-secondary institutions, the combined effect of rurality and the closure of the cod
fishery made it an ideal location from which to draw the Study sample.
All of the students who panicipated in the study were elU'Oled in either a !Ugh
school or all-gmde school operating under the administration of the Vinland/Strait of
BeUe Isle School Board for the 1994-95 school year. Ten of the twelve schools which
offered a Level ill program panicipated in the study. The two schools which did not
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participate in the study has a CQmbined Level ill population of oaly 13 students. Because
of the small number, lack of participation by these schools is not believed to have
effected the validity of the study. The sample, therefore, consisted of 240 Level m and
Level IV smdents.
The total Level m population in all schools in the VinlandlStrait of Belle Isle
School board identified by the Department of Education data differed from the Dumber
identified by the school principal (283 versus 253). This discrepancy was most likely
due to differences in the time of year when students were accounted for. The
Department of Education data was collected in the Fall of 1994, wbereas the school's
count was collected in May 1995. Also, because of the recent fishery crisis, a large
number of families continue to migrate out of the area, thus the number of Level m and
Level IV students is continuously decreasing. Due to these factors, the count by the
schools is believed to have been the more accurate of the two.
Instrument
Individual questionnaires was chosen as the method of effectively collecting the
data. For the proposed study a large amount of data must be collected from a large
sample in a Limited amount of time. A questionnaire, by it's very nature, tends itself to
collecting data of the type described above. As KerLinger (1973) PUtS it: Survey research
has the advantage of wide scope; a great deal of information can be obtained from a large
population. "A large population or a large school system can be studied with less
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expense than that incurred by a census .. for the amouot of information they yield they
are economical- (p. 2(3).
The questionnaire was composed of 25 items broken down into four sections:
Section A, background information; Section S, career plans; Section C, future plans; and
Section D, the economy. See Appendix A for a complete questionnaire.
With the exception of three items related to the effects of the fishery crisis, the
content was either directly extraCted or slightly modified from the items contained in the
Yowh Transition into the Labour MOJ'ket Surv~ (Sharpe & Spain, 1991a). The format
of the questionnaire foUowed the fonnat of the Youth Transition into the Labour Markel
original questionnaire used in 1989. All Yowh Transition into rhe Labour Marker
questionnaires had been pilot-tested and tefmed prior for use in that study. For this
reason, it was considered unnecessary to pilot the version used for this research.
Original validity and reliability were also assume 10 apply.
Procedure
In November, 1994, a sample questionnaire and a letter requesting pennission to
administer the questionnaire to Level mand IV students was sent to Dr. Anthony Genge,
Superintendent of the VinlandlSU'ait ofBelle Isle Inlegrated School Board (see Appendix
B for letter). Following approval from Dr. Genge, a [jst of all the schools within the
board that offered Level m progrn.ms was obtained. Initial contact was Ihen made by
telephone with the principal or vice~principa1of each school to infonn them of the study,
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it's purpose and procedure, and to prepare them for a letter to raUaw by mail. During
the telephone conversation, permission to administer the questionnaire and the number
of Level m and rv students in the school was sought. This infonnation was used to
determine the number of questionnaires needed to be delivered to each school.
Instructions for the administration of the questionnaires along with the actual
instrument was delivered or mailed to each principal (see Appendix C for instnlctions)
in April for adminisuation by school personnel in May of 1995. A (atlow-up letter to
remind schools of the srudy and a (onn, to be completed by the teacher responsible for
administering the questionnaires were sent to aU participating schools (see Appendices
E and F, respectively). A class setting was chosen to reduce the time and cost involved
in caUceting infonnation. The laner pan of the school year was chosen because it was
assumed that most students would have made plans for the upcoming year by then and
it paralleled the time of year in which the original youth transition survey was
administered by Sharpe and Spain. Also, many post-secondary institutes contact
applicants to infonn them of their statuS in April or May.
The returned questionnaires were later coded and entered into a database file for
analysis using appropriate SPSS PC procedures.
Returns
The overall return rate based on the participating schools was 80% (192 of
potentially 240 stUdents completed the questionnaire). Approximately an equaJ number
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of males (5lol %) and females (48.6 Wi) responded. Note, one student did not indicate
their gender.
Almost all (96.9 %) of the students expected to graduate from high school in June
of 1995. The majority expected to graduate with an average of at least 65%.
Use of Youth Transition Data
For the purpose of answering research questions 15 and 16, dara obtained in 1989
from the Yowh Transition ima the Labour Market study (Sharpe & Spain,I991a) were
extracted and compared to data obtained in this study. A sample of students from the
same school board, VinIandlStrait of Belle Isle Integrated, were identified and used as
the comparative sample. The sample consisted of 228 studentS, 96 males and 132
females.
Using the comparntive sample, responses to items common (0 both surveys with
respect to: Ca) future career choices; (b) immediate career plans; (c) future lifestyle
expectations; (d) reasons for not continuing their education or training; and (e) genders
were compared using descriptive statistics (crosstabs) and chi-square slatistics (see
appendix D).
Data Analysis
The dala analysis was completed using the SPSS data analysis package for
windows (Norusis, 1993). Descriptive statistics (ie: frequency counts and percenlages)
were used to summarized the findings and answer research questions one, two, three,
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four, six, seven, nine, cleven, and twelve. Crosstabs and chi-square statistics were also
employed to answer the other questions. More speciitea1ly. crosstabs were used to
compamt relations between [wo or more variables and chi-squares were used to
detennined where differences observed were significant. No responses and c:eU rows
with less than a frequency of five were excluded from the chHquare analysis to
strengthen the lest of association belWeen the variables. A 95% confidence interval was
used. According to Norusis 1994 these methods can be effectively used to analysis
ordinal data of the type collected in this study.
CHAPfER4
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
This chapter contains the flIldingS of the statistical analysis performed on the dala
coUected to investigate the 16 resean:h questions outlined in Chapter t. These research
questions were initially analyzed using descriptive statistics. Additional chi-square
analyses were penormed to ascertain significance differences related to gender and the
contrasts between the two samples used in the study. Significance levels of .05 were
considered appropriate.
Research Question 1
What are the students' future career choi<:es?
Responses from two questions were used 10 address this question. One related
to actual career choices and the other to future career choices. A summary of the
number of career choices scudents listed when asked which career they would like 10
enter in the future is shown in Table 4.1. The maximum number of choices listed were
two. Most students (78.1 'Xi) gave one career choice, while 6.8% gave twO choices and
15.1 % did not list any choices.
When the students' career choices were organized according to Classification and
Dictionary of Occupations (CeDa) ~major groups- codes 15 different occupational
categories emerged. Approximately 55 % of the students' choices were distributed among
the categories of natural science, engineering, and math (17.2%), social services
(14.1 %). medicine and health (13.5%), and service (9.9%). There was a wide variation
in the numbers in other occupational categories (see Table 4.2) ranging from 6.3% in
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product fabricating, assembly and repairing to O.5ti in mining and quarrying, including
oil and gas fields. No one i.ndic:atod they would like to enter in a career In the fishing,
bunting, trapping, and related occupations group.
A summary of the response to the question ~bave you thought of starting a
business of your own in the future is shown in Table 4.3. Less than half of the students
(4O.1~) said yes. The: majority (58.95) said 00.
Table 4.1
Summary of Career Cboice Respoase
IN =192)
Type of Response
One career choice
Two career choices
Didn'!respond
Table4.l
Future Carter Choices
(N·191)
......
t50
t3
2.
78.1
6.8
IS.I
Ottupatioaal Group
Occupations in lWlJraI science. eugiDcering. aDd
"""''''''"''CkclJpWON in social sciences and rdan:d field,,;
Occupations in medicine and health
Serviceoccupation.s
Product fabricating, assembly and repairing occupations
C1erical.llld related occupations
....,. ,.
33 17.2
n 14.1
26 13.5
t' '.9
t2 6.3
tt 5.1
lcontinued)
Table 4.2 continued
ConsUUClion U*les occupations
Mana&eriaJ,administJ"ative.and relatedoccupaIions
FOrf::ltry and louille OCCUpations
Transport, equipment., and openuine occupations
Anistic. literary. perfonnine artS. and related occupations
Government programs
Teaching and related occupations
Machining and re[ated occupations
Occupations in spon and recreation
Mining and quarrying. including oil and gas field
occupations
Nou:sponse
10
29
57
5.2
'.7
3.•
2.•
2.[
2.[
2.[
1.0
1.0
0.5
[5.1
Note: Students could list more than one career cOOice. The totals for each occupational
group ale displayed in the table.
Table 4.3
Students who Thou&ht of Starting own Business
(N:=: 192)
Response
No
Ya
Didn't Respond
......
113
n
2
..
58.9
40.[
1.0
sa
Researdl Question 1
What are the students' immediate career plans?
Students were asked spocU1Ca.Ily about their plans for the year foUowing Level m.
lbey were given a list of statements, as sllown in Table 4.4 and instructed to pick. the
on~ thaI best described their plans. The majority of students (54.2 'Ii) indicated that they
deftnitely planned to continue their education or training. An additional 8.9% indicated
they would like to continue their education or training but would probably have to work.
while 10.9'1i indicated that they would probably continue their education or training but
would rather work. Only 4.2% planned to return to high school. A small number of
students (5.2'ii) definitely planned to go to work. Another 12% planned to take the year
off, and 3.6'li had no plans.
Table 4.4
Plans for Next Year (After Levd Ill)
eN = 192)
Plans
Definitely plan to continue educa!lon or uaining
Plan to take year off
Cominue education or training but rather warlc
like to continue edueation or training bul have to worlc
Definitely plan to go to work
Plan to return to high school in September
Don't have a plan
No response
F.... .,
104 54.2
23 12.0
21 10.9
17 a.•
10 S.2
8 4.2
3.'
1.0
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Students wbo indicated they planned to further dleir education or training
immediately after high school graduation we~ asked which institutions they had applied
to or planned to apply 10, and which was their first choice (.see Tables 4.5 and 4.6,
respectively). Apprnximarely, 74% oflhe students' bad applied were to universities, and
83 % to Don-university institutions. About 19 % had chosen institutions outside
Newfoundland, which mayor may not have been a university. Memorial University was
the single most popular choice with 39.2% indicating that they had applied or were
considering applying to the St. John's campus (21.6% indicating it was tbeirfusl choice);
and 34.4% indicating that they had chosen the Comer Brook. campus (17.6% indicated
it was their fust choice). The most popular non-university institution was Westviking
College, a choice of 37.6% respondentS. Twenty percent of these also indicated it was
their flISt choice. With the exception of cabot CoUege, to which 14.4% of students had
applied (with 4.8% indicating it was tbeir flI"St choice), few students showed interest in
other non-university institutions within Newfoundland.
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Table 4.5
Institution and Traininl Place Students Planned to Attend
IN = US)
Institution and Tr3ining Place
Memorial Universiry, St. lohn's
WestvikingCollege
Sir Wilfred Grenfell College. Comer Brook:
Institutes outside Newfoundland
Cabot College
Private career college
Other institutes in Newfoundland
Armed Forces
Hospital nursing schools
MarinelnstitulC
Comrouniry college
Police academy
F"",.
4'
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43
24
18
10
..
39.2
37.6
34.4
19.2
14.4
8.0
6.4
4.8
4.0
4.0
2.4
0.8
Note: Students could list more than ooe institution or training place. The total
choices for each pla.ce are displayed in the table.
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Table 4.6
Students FlJ'St Choice of Institute or Training Place
(N = US)
Institute or Training Place Freq. ..
Memorial University, St. John's 27 21.6
WestvikingCollege 25 20,0
Sir Wilfred Grenfell College, Comer Brook 22 17.6
[nstitutesoutside Newfoundland 17 13.6
Cabot College 4.8
Private career college 4.8
Hospital nursing schools 2.4
Anned Forces 0.8
Marine Institute 0.8
Community college
Police academy
Other institutes in Newfoundland
Didn't respond 17 13.6
Research Question 3
What are the students' future lifestyle expectations?
Responses from four questions were used to answer this question. The questions
related to future work and employment expectations, future residences ex.pectations and
future post-secondary expectations.
Students were asked what they expected to be doing in five or ten years. Looking
ahead in the future, 68.2% expected to be working in a job or career. This included
15.6% who also expe<:ted to be homemakers. A larger number (29.2 %) of students were
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unsure of what they would be doing in the future. Only 1" of the 192 studentS expected
to be a oomemaker that did IX)( include another job of cam:r (see Table 4.7).
Table 4.7
Wbat Students Expec:t to be Doing in Five to Ten Years
IN = 192)
Pl...
Workinginjobfcarecr
Working in job/career and homemaker
Homemaker
Don"t b\ow
No response
F"",o
101
30
2
"3
..
52.6
15.6
1.0
29.2
1.6
With regards 10.seasonal work and coUecting unemployment insurance. only 8.3 %
expected to be doing this in the future, while 38.5'1 did not. Again, a large number
(50.5") of 5IJJdenLS were unsure about their funue in terms of wort durations coupled
with governmeot suppan.
Table 4.8
Students Expecting Co do Seasooal Work and CoUed Unemploymeot lnsurance
IN =192)
Response F"",o ..
No 74 38.S
y~ 16 8.3
Don't know 97 50.5
No response 2.6
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Table 4.9 shows where the students expected to be living to pursue their career
plans. Almost half (47.9%) said they expected to be living outside the Province, and an
additional 33.9% expected to be living in the Province but away from borne. Only
13.5% expected [0 be living at or near home.
Table 4.9
Where Students Expected to be Li.ving in Five Years
eN = 192)
Response
OutSide province
Away from home in provmce
Home or near home in province
No response
......
92
65
26
9
%
47.9
33.9
13.5
4.7
Virtually all (91.1 %) of the students expected to have acquired Cunher education
beyond high school at the end of five or ten years. The largest ponico (38.0%) expected
to have five'plus years. Only 3.1 % expected to have none. As shown in Table 4,10,
approximately 43.2 % expected to have two to four years of additional education. Based
on this, it is reasonable 10 conclude that over half of the respondenls (those anticipating
four or more years of further education) were planning 10 complete a degree program
sometime in the future, or some combination of fonnalized post-secondary educational
programs.
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Table 4.10
Number of Years of Education Beyond High School
(N = 192)
Amouot of Education
5 years or more
4y"",
3y"",
2 y"",
Iy=
6 months
No""
Didn't respond
Research Question 4
.....
73
29
29
25
t5
II
%
38.0
15.1
15.1
13.0
7.'
2.1
3.1
5.7
What are lbe students' r-easons for Dot continuing their educatioo or training
next year, after Level ill?
A number of students do not enrol in post-secondary education following high
school. Some delayed enrolment, others never enrolled. Some possible reasons for this
were listed, and students oot planning to funber their education or training the next year
were asked to indicate which of the reasoos applied to them. The responses are shown
in Table 4.11. The most frequeody cited reasons were lack of money for school (48.4%),
followed by haven't been able to decide on a program (39.1%). and wanting to start
supporting themselves (35.9 %). A number of students were concerned about their ability
(28. t %), and meeting entrance requirements (17.2%). The number of students indicating
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the other reasons applied to them were fairly consistent, ranging from 7.8% to 12.5%.
The two exceptions were no desire 10 further education (4.7%) and wotherW (17.2%).
The responses compiled in the latter category varied widely and included wanting a year
off, needing more time to decide, long waiting liSl at post-secondary institutions, being
pregnant or becoming a parent, and inability to qualify for a student loan.
Table 4.11
Reason for- not Continuing Education or- Tnining Next Year- (After Level Dl)
IN = 67)
I may not have enough money for school
Haven't been able to decide on a program
I would like to Staftsupporting myself
I don't know if I have the abilit)'
Do not have the entrance requirements
I have to go far from home
Uketohavechildreninnearfurure
Like to get married in near future
Can't find a place to live
Staybome and keep house
No desire to furtheredueation
""'"
fuq.
31
25
23
IS
II
II
%
48.4
39.1
35.9
28.1
17.2
l2.5
10.9
9.4
7.'
7.'
4.7
17.2
Note; Students could choose aU twelve items. The totals for each reason are
displayed in the table.
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An examination of the mOSt imponant reasons why students said they would not
be continuing their education or training in 1996 indicated rhat the largest number of
them (29.7%) thought that they might IlOt have ellOugh money for such goals. The
seGond largest group (18.8%) of students were apparently unable to decide on a program;
and the third largest (9.4%) wanted to sran supporting themselves. These and others
reasons are shown in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12
Most Important Reason for not Continuing Education or Training Next Year- (After
Levellll)
(N : 67)
Reasons F..... %
I may not have enough money for school 19 29.7
Haven't been able to decide on a prograrn 12 18.8
[would IikCIO Staltsuppol1ing myself 9.4
ldon'tbtow if I have the ability 6.3
Do not have the entrance requirements 4.7
No desire to funhereducation 1.6
r have 10 go far from home 0
Stay home and keep house 0
Like to have children in near furure 0
Like to get married in near future 0
Can't find a placcto live 0
00" 10 15.6
No response 9 14.1
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Research Question 5
What problems do students furthering their education or training next year
anticipate baving?
Respondents continuing their education or training next year were asked about
several potential problem areas associated with obtaining further education. As can be
seen in Table 4.13, problematic areas were fmding available courses near home (17.6%
indicated it was a serious problem) and finding the right course/program near home
(17.6% also indicated it was a serious problem) followed by missing home, math ability,
and long waiting list at the post-secondary institution of choice. While only 4.0% of the
respondents indicated that they perceived that the difficulty of the course or courses they
planned to take would be a serious problem, over 70% thought it would be somewhat of
a problem. OnLy small numbers of studems perceived each of the other areas as
problematic. The problems of least concern for the students were finding time to go to
school, reading ability, having to work to support themselves or family, getting
infonnation about courses, and high school preparation. With the exception of reading
ability and fmding time to attend school, approximately 36%-74% indicated they believed
all of the other categories listed would be at least somewhat of a problem to them when
furthering their education after high school.
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Research Question 6
Where would the students' prefer to further their education or training?
A large proportion (94.3%) of students indicated they would relocate to funher
their education or training. Only 0.5% indicated they would not. Aj can be seen in
Table 4.14, the largest proportion (41.7%) said they preferred to live away from home
but within the Province; and another 12 % said they preferred to go to school somewhere
outside the Province.
Table 4.14
Prefernd Post-8econdary Location of Students
(N =192)
Preference
Away from home within the province
Whereverlamaccepted
Home, but would goeJsewhere if absolutely nccessary
Oursidethe province
Home, won't go if I c;;an'tJive:lthome
Noresponsc
Research Question 7
...... %
80 41.7
'7 24.5
31 16.1
23 12.0
0.5
10 5.2
What type of job do tbe students' think they may have next year?
To address this question, students were asked to list, up to a maximum of three,
types of jobs they thought they may have the year following high school. There were
summarized using tile Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occupations groupings
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shown in Table 4.15. Of the 192 students, 56.2% listed at least one job, while 36.4%
listed at least two, and 24.0% listed three.
As can be seen in Table 4.15, the largest group of students (21.4%) listed service
occupations, foUowed by construction trades occupations (19.8%), c1erica! occupations
(14.9%), occupations oot elsewhere classified (14.1 'iii), fishing, hunting, trapping, and
related occupations (12.5%), and sales occupations (10.4%). The remaining choices
represented a range of occupational groups and were each cited by less than 5 % of the
students. A further examination of the related jobs revealed that they were typically low
or semi-skilled in nature and represented those requiring little training. They were jobs
often held by students who worked while engaged in post-secondary education or those
jobs available !O students right out of high school.
Table 4,15
Jobs that Students Think They may be Working at Next Year
(N = 192)
Occupational Groups Freq.
Service OCcupations 41
Constructiontradeoctupations 38
Clerical and related occupations 28
(kcupations not elsewhere classified 27
Fishing, hunting, trapping, and related occupations 24
Salesoc<:upations 20
Processing occupations 8
Material handling and relatedottupations
Forestryandlogiingoccupations
Transport equipment operating occupations
Prodlldfabricating,assembllng,and repairingoctupations
Mathiningand relate<locclipations
(kcllpations in medicine and health
Program
Mining and quarrying including oil and gas field occupations
Occupations in sports and recreation
Farming, horticultural, and animal-hu.sbandry ottllpations
Occupations in social science and related fields
Anything
Don't know
No response 84
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%
21.4
19.8
14.9
14.1
12.5
10.4
4.2
2.1
2.1
1.6
1.6
1.0
1.0
0.'
0.'
0.'
0.'
0.5
4.2
2.6
43.8
Note: Studenls could indicate as many as three jobs. The totals for each
occupational group are displayed in the table.
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Research Question 8
What problems do the students' anticipate haYing when rmding a job?
Several of the potential problems or concerns related to finding a job were listed
and respondents were asked how much of a problem they believe each would be for
them. The most common problem anticipated was the scarcity of jobs with 60.4% of the
respondents indicating it would likely be a serious problem, and 32.3% indicating it
would likely be somewhat of a problem. Over half of the respondents also indicated
other areas that may be somewhat problematic to them that included not having enough
worK experience, finding a job they liked, knowing how to look for a job, and having
money to look for work. Few stUdents (7.3 %) felt that leaving home for a job would be
a serious problem for them (see Table 4.16).
When asked to indicate the biggest problem, rather than multiple problems, the
largest portion of students (59.9%) cited the scarcity of jobs. Not having enough work
experience was the second highest problem cited by 14.1 % of respondents. As indicated
in Table 4.17, all other problems were each cited by less than 6.0% of the respondents.
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Table 4.17
Perceived Bi"est Problem When Deciding to Find a Job
(N "" 192)
Problem
The scarcity of jobs
Not having enougb worlcexperience
Havillg money to 1001:: for work
Finding a job you like
Not wanting to leave home forajob
Being tOO young to get good jobs
Knowing how to loolc for a job
No response
Research Questloo 9
Where would the students' prefer to work?
F.....
115
27
10
15
%
59.9
14.1
5.2
4.7
3.6
2.6
2.1
7.8
Students were asked where they would prefer to work in terms of location relative
to their home and Newfoundland. As indicated in Table 4.18, most students (73%)
preferred to work home but would go anywhere, including other provinces, to get a job.
Only 7.3% of the scudenlS said they would not (eave home to find work. Some students
(21.8%) even preferred 10 workaway from home; however, 8.3% still wished to remain
within the Province.
7.
Table 4.18
Preferred Work Location of Students
eN = 192)
Preference
Home but would go anywhere
Home but would 10 elsewhere in province for work
Outside the province
Within me province but away fTomhome
Home and would not leave to find work:
Didn't respond
Research Question 10
F.... ..
8. 46.'
37 19.3
2. 13.5I. 8.3
[. 7.3
10 52
What factors innuenced the students' tmmediate career plans?
Students were presented with a list of factors commonly known to affect career
plans and asked to indicate how much each influenced their own plans. TIle two factors
which influenced most students were personal desire and academic ability: 47.9'5 said
because it was what they rea1I.y wanted to do that affected their plans a lot, and 40.1 S
said academic ability affected their plans a lot. Other school-related variables, such as
high school preparation, entrance requirements, the present economic situation in Canada
and waiting lists for programs they were interested in were also an influence on plans,
to some extent, oftwO"thirds or the respondents (see Table 4.19), All facton, other than
peer plans, desire to remain home, and closure of the cod fishery, were influential factors
for a fair number (20% or more) of students.
nStudents wen: also asked to indicate which of the faaors influenced their plans
the most, tile second most, and the third most. As seen in Table 4.20, personal desire
(because it was what they really wanled to do), academic ability, and rmancial situations
or family weretlte most influential factors with 32.3'1. 31.3%, and 30.8%. respectively,
indicating it was either the most, second most, or third most influential. Other infIuentiaJ
factors included family eocouragemeot, ocooomic situations in NewfoundJand, entmnee
tequimnenlS to post-secondary, and waiting list for programs.
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Research Question 11
How do students plan to fund their post-sec:oocbry education?
Students who planned to continue their education were asked to indicaIe on a five
point sca.le the degree of fmancial support they expected to receive for their education
from nine different sources. As indicated in Table 4.21, the main source of fmancial
support was parents, followed by Canada Student Loans and summer jobs.
In total, 87.2% of the 125 students expected their pareots to provide at least some
financial support for their education. Furthermore, 40.8" expected their parents to
provide most or all of the money needed.
A large number (77.6%) expected to use earnings from their summer jobs, and
a slightly smaller number (66.4%> expected to use money from Canada Student Loans
10 offset at least some of the cost of fmancing their education fOr the 1995-1996 school
year. However, 39.2% of respondents expected Canada Srudent loans (a provide half.
mosI. or all of the money required: whe~, only 12.0'1 expected summer jobs to be
a main source of funding for education (see Table 4.21).
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Table 4.21
Sources of Funding for Post-5econdary Education.
(N = 12S)
None Some Half Most All No
Sources Response
.. % % % % %
Parents 3.2 41.6 4.8 28.8 12.0 9.6
Un"'. 21.6 23.2 4.0 29.6 9.6 12.0
Studellt loan
Summer job 7.2 65.6 7.2 4.0 0.8 15.2
Pan-time work 39.2 36.8 1.6 0.8 0.0 21.6
Spouse/other 52.8 21.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 24.8
relatives
Scholarship! 57.6 14.4 1.6 0.8 0.0 25.6
bursary
CEIC 61.6 8.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 28.8
Unemployment 71.2 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.6
insurance
Other 54.4 5.6 0.0 0.8 3.2 36.0
Research Question 12
What was the work status of students' parents and the effect of the c1osuI'1!
of the fl.,sbery OD family's financial situation?
To determine the work status of the students' patents, students weI'C asked two
questions, one related to the type of employment, the other, to the parents' specific
occupation. The responses were analyzed using descriptive statistics.
A5 indicated in Table 4.22, over half of the students' fathe~ and mothers were
employed either fuU·time or part-time (62.6% and 58.8%, respectively). A funher
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22.4% of students' fathers and 25.5% of students' mothers were llnemployed bUI
received NCARP or TAGS supplements. Overall, 88.0% of fathers and 84.3% of
mothers received some fonn of income, either through employment or NCARP or TAGS
benefits. Only 1.0% of the falhers and 0.5% of the mothers were unemployed and
receiving DO NCARP or TAGS benefits.
Despite the large number of parents who received some ronn of income, less than
half were employed full-time. Only 37.5% of the students' fathers and 28.1 % of the
mothers had futi-time employment (see Table 4.22).
Table 4.22
Type of Employment
(N::: 192)
Type of Employment Father Mother
Freq. % ...... %
Full-time n 37.5 54 28.1
Part-tirnelunemployed part-time 48 25.0 54 28.1
Unemployed (r«eived NCARP or 43 22.4 49 25.5
TAGS)
Unemployed (did nat receive 1.0 0.5
NCARP or TAGS)
Homemaker 0.0 16 8.3
Part-time (received NCARP Of 3.1 2.6
TAGS)
Decreased 3.6 1.0
No response I' 7.6 II 5.7
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The parents' occupations were organized according [0 the Classification and
Dictionary of Occupations (CCDO) -major groups· codes. As indicated in Table 4.23,
18 different occupational categories emerged. 16 for the fathers and 13 for the mothers.
The most frequently cited occupation for fathers (31.3%) was in the category of the
fishery, trapping, and related occupations, while the most frequently ciled occupation
group for the mothers (21.4%) was in the processing occupations group, which is also
linked directly to the cod fishing industry in rural Newfoundland. A number of mothers
(I3.0) also had jobs in the fishing, trapping, and related occupational group, bringing the
total employed in the fishery to over one-third.
The General Education and Developmem (GED) level of both parents'
occupations were generally low. As seen in Table 4.24, over three-quaners of both the
fathers' and mothers' occupations had GED levels of four or less. The Specific Vocation
Preparation Time of the parents' occupations were also low. Over two-thirds of the
fathers' and mothers' occupation had SVP levels of four or less (see Table 4.25). This
mirrors the fishery related occupations of most.
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Table 4.23
Occupation Group of Parents
(N = 192)
Fatber Mother
Oaupational Group
....... % ....... %
Fishing, trapping, and related
'"
31.3 25 13.0
occupations
Construction trades occupations 16 8.3 0.0
Teaching and related occupations 13 6.' 2.6
Managerial, administrative, and related 12 6.3 1.6
occupations
Processing occupations 10 5.2 41 21.4
Transport equipment operating 3.6 0.5
occupations
Product fabricating. assembling, and 2.6 0.0
repairing occupations
Forestry and logging occupations 2.6 0.0
Service occupations 2.6 13 6.'
Occupations in medicine and health 2.6 2J 12.0
Sales occupations 2.1 3.6
Government Programs 2.1 1.6
Occupations in natural sciences, 1.0 0.5
engineering, and mathematics
Occupations in religion 1.0 0 0.0
Clerical and reJated occupations 1.0 26 13.5
Material lIandling and related 0.5 0 0.0
occupations, N,E.C.
Occupations in social science and 0.0 0.5
related fields
Occupations not elsewhere classified 0 0.0 1.0
No response 3. 20.3 41 21.4
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Table 4.24
General Education and Development of Parents' Occupations
Father (0 = 153) Mother (0 :::: 151)
General Education and Development
...... % ...... %
4.6 1.3
82 53.6 73 48.3
13 8.S 33 2\.9
IS 9.8 24 15.9
23 15.0 IS 9.9
9 S.9 0.7
2.6 2.0
NOle; Chi-square "" 2.62, P ::: .62
GED level is based on both formal and infanna! aspects of education
which contributes to a worker's reasoning development, ability to foUow
instnlctions, and acquisition of mathematical and language skills.
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Table 4.25
Specific VOOltional Preparation Time of Parents' Occ:upatioDS
Father (0 :::: 153) Mother (0 :::: 151)
Specific Vocational Preparation Level
Fnq. % Fnq. %
2.' 2.0
18 11.8 48 31.8
11 7.2 16 10.6
66 43.1 38 25.2
, 3.9 5 3.3
'.6 I' 9.3
22 14.4 25 16.6
18 11.8 0.7
0.7 0.7
Note: Chi-square::::: 14.53, p ::::: .03
SVP level is based on the time required to learn the techniques and skills
needed for an occupation.
To detcnnine whether the closure of the cod fishery had affected the financial
situation of the students' family, respondents were asked directly whether they perceived
the closure had affected their family's fmancial situation, and if so, how.
As indicated in Table 4.26, over half (54.1 %) of the stUdents felt their family's
rmandal situation had been affected by the closure of the cod fishery. Of these, most
86.7% said it had worsened (20.0% said a lot and 66.7% said somewhat). Only 9.5%
said their family's financial situation had improved, and no one felt it had improved a
lot (see Table 4.27).
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Table 4.26
Family's Financial Situation Affected by tbe Closure of the Cod Fishery
(N = 192)
Response
y~
No
No Response
Freq.
!O5
81
%
54.7
42.2
3.1
Table 4.27
Effect of the Closure of the Cod FIShery on Family's Financial Situation
(N = lOS)
Effect F..... %
A lot worse 21 20.0
Somewllatworse 70 66.7
Somewhat better 10 9.5
A lot better 0.0
No response 3.8
Research Question 13
How do the students' perceive the dosure of the nsbery and Hibernia have
affected their career plans?
The present economic situation in Newfoundland has changed drasticaJly over the
past five years with the development of Hibernia and the closure of the cod fishery.
Despite this, very few (24.5,;) of students felt that the closure of the cod fishery has
affected their plans for after high school (see Table 4.28), Even less (19.2%) felt
Hibernia will be helpful in advancing their work or career (see Table 4.29),
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The 47 stUdents woo indicated that the closure of the cod fishtty had affected
their career plans WeJe also a..skM 00 indicate the oarure of its effec:t. Tbe majority felt
the closure bas made it either fioancia.I impossible (31.9'1), or financially difficult
(21.3 'Jj) for them to meet the COsts requixtd to further their education. A large number
(42.5%) also indicated that they may have to alter lheiremployment plans because of the
difficulty of finding employment in the fishery (see Table 4.30).
Table 4.28
Students who Perceived that the Closure of the YLshery bas Affected 'Them
eN = 192)
Response F.... ..
No 133 69.3
V" 47 24.5
No Response 12 6"
While less than 2S" of the swdents iDdicated the closure of the cod fubery bad
influenced [heir ~r plans, many felt it bad influenced their car=r paths. A
substantial number of students (46.91; and 38.5". respectively) believed they would
have to move outside the Province or elsewhere in the Province to find work:.
Funhennore. 20.8'Jj believed they were more likely to be unemployed as a result of the
closure of the cod fishery. However, surprisingly, a number of studenlS (22.4$) felt
they were less likely to be unemployed (see Table 4.31).
It is also evident from Table 4.31 that a large number of srudents did not perceive
the closure of the cod fishery to bave had any affect on their caztt:r paths. This was
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particularly true for their post-secondary plans. Over 50% said they were no more or
no less likely to attend a post-secondary institution. A large number (40.8%) also
indicated they believed their employment prospects were not affected by the closure of
the cod fishery.
Table 4.29
Perceived Effect of Hibernia on Advancing Work or Career
(N = 192)
Effoct ....... %
No help 106 55.2
A Iinlehelpful 34 17.7
Somewhat helpful 30 15.6
Very helpful 3.•
No response I' 7.8
Table 4.30
Effect of Closure or Cod Fishery on Students' Plans After High School
(N = 47)
Erroct
Closure of fishery has made it impossible for me 10
financially afford to go on to funher myeduCltion
Would have gone to worle in the fishery but now have to
leave home to find emp[oyment
Would have gone 10 work: in the fishery but now going to
enrol in a post-secondary school
Remain home, but more difficult finding employment that
would have when the fishery was open
Effect other than above
Didn't respond
Fr...
I'
II
%
31.9
19.1
14.9
8.5
23.4
2.1
Note: 10 of the II in the "olher" category indicated the closure has made it
much morediffieult, but not necessarily Un!X'SSible matron! further education.
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Research Question 14
Are there gender differences. with respec:t to:
tj) Future CllW[ chojces
Most respondents (92% of those who responded) gave one career choice only,
thus it was considered appropriate to run a chi-square analysis using their first choice.
Differences were SigniflCaIlt at the p < .01 level. Note that "no responses- were
excluded from the analyses along with occupational choices made by the total of fewer
than five respondents. 11lis helped to strengthen the analysis.
When their future career choices were examined by gender. there were differences
evident in several career categories. As can be seen in Table 4.32, larger proportions
of females compared to males listed social science, medicine and health, and clerical
careers. These occupational areas contain various lraditional female occupations such as
nursing, secretarial, and social work jobs. The occupational categories listed by a much
higher numbers of males were natural sciences, engineering, and mathematics; product
fabricating, assembly and repair, constnlction, service occupations, transport equipment,
and forestry and logging occupations. All of these occupational areas have typically been
male dominant. Interestingly, a number of females (11.8%) did aspire to jobs in natural
science, engineering, and mathematics, an area which has been almost exclusively male
in the past.
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fb) Immes1iale career plans
With respect to gender differences and plans for the roUawing year, a larger
ponioo (68.5%) of females than males (40.8%) definitely planned to continue their
education or uaining. By contrast, more males (7.1 %) than females (3.2%) definitely
planned to work. In addition, more males than females (15.3 % compared to 6.8 %) who
planned to continuing lbeir education or training indicated they would prefer to work.
Likewise, more males than females (11.2% compared to 6.5%) would like to continue
their education or training but may have to work (see Table 4.33). Overall gender
differences were significant at the .05 level. Again, the "no ~nseQ category was
excluded to strengthen this analysis.
..
T.bIe4.J2
Fbture Car'el'l'" Choices by Geode.-
(N = 192)
MaI<s (N: 98) Females eN = 93)
Oa:upationaJ Choice _.
.. Fnq• ..
Occupations in narural science, 21 21.4 II 11.8
engineering, and mathematics
Service occupations 12 12.2 6.5
Produetfabrieating, assembly, and II 11.2 0
repairing occupations
ConsttuetionlfadesoccupatiollS .0 10.2
Forestry and logging occupations 6.•
Occupations in social science and related 6.'
"
20.4
..,'"
Transpon equipment and operatina: 5.'
OlXUpmollS
Managerial, adminisu-ative and related 3.' 4.3
occupations
Occupations in medicine UJd health 3.' 20 21.5
Occul)WollS in sportS a.nd recreation 2.0 0 0
OericaJ. and related occupations 1.0 • '.1
Maclliningandrelatedoccupalions 1.0 0 0
Government pro&rams 2.0 2.2
Artistic, literary, performing arts, and 1.0 2.2
relaledoccupations
Mining and qUlUT)'ing incJudingoil aod 1.0
gu field occupations
Teaching and relaled occupations 1.0 3.2
No response 12 12.2
"
18.2
Nore: Chi·square "" 63.81, P = .00
"
Table 4.33
Plans for Next Year (Mer Level DI) by Gender
(N :::: 192)
Males (N:::: 98) Females (N :::: 93)
PIa", F...... % ....... %
Definitely plan [0 continue education or 40 40.8 64 68.8
training
Conlinueeducation or training but rather 15 15.3 6.8
worl;:
Plan to take year off 12 12.2 11 11.8
Like to continue education or training 11 1l.2 6.5
but have to work:
Definitely plan to go to work 7.1 3.2
Plan to return to high school in 6.1 1.1
September
Don't have a pla.n 5.1 2.2
No response 2.0 0.0
Note: Chi~square = 17.32, P = .00
A comparison by gender of institutions and training places applied 10 shows some
differences (see Table 4.34). Particularly, there was a significantly higher proportion of
males than females planning to attend the Marine Institute (x2 = 6.60; p < .01) and
other instiMes in Newfoundland (x2 = 6.56, p < .01 %): 9.1 % of males compared 10
no females planned to attend the Marine Institute, and 12.7% of males and 1.4% of
females planned to attend other institutions in Newfoundland.
While the difference was not statistically significant, a larger proponion of
females planned to attend the St. John's campus of Memorial University (44.3%
compared to 32.7% males) and the Corner Brook campus (40.0% compared to 27.3%).
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Table 4.34
Institute and Traini.nl Place Students Planned to Apply to by Gender
(N =1lSl
Males (N = S5) Females (N =70) Chi-square
Institute and
X'Training Plate F"",. ..
_.
..
WestViung College 2S 45.4 22 3\.4 2.58 0.11
Memorial 18 32.7 31 44.3 1.73 0.19
Universi[)', St.
John's
Sir Wilfred Grenfell, IS 27.3 28 40.0 2.21 0.14
Comtr Brook
[nstiruteoutside 11 20.0 13 18.S 0.04 0.84
Ncwfouodland
Cabot College 16.4 12.9 0.]1 0.58
OthcriltStitutein 12.7 I.' '.56 0.0."'
N_foundland
MariDelnstitute '.1 0 '.60 0.01-
PriVllec:areet" '.1 7.1 0.16 0."
"'1«<
Armed Fon:es S.S '.3 0.09 0.76
Community college I.' 2.' 0.14 0.71
Hospital nursing I.' S.7 1.22 0.27
.-.
Police academy I.' 1.28 0.26
NOle: "Statistically significant (p "" .05)
There were no significant difference in their fist choice of institute and training
places using a Chi-square analysis; however, as expected, their flrst choices were
consistent with the institutes and lIaining places they indicated they planned to attend with
the most popular choice of males being Westviking College and that of females Memorial
University (see Table 4.35).
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Table 4.JS
Students First Cboice of Institute or Train.i.oJ: Place by Gender
(N ~ 125l
Males (N:z 55) Females (N = 70)
Institute and Trainina: Place Freq. .. Freq. ..
WcstvikingCoitege IS 27.3 I. 14.3
Memorial Universi[}', St. John's 16.4 18 25.7
Sir WUfTed Grenfell, Comer Brook 12.7 IS 21.4
Institute outside Newfoundland 10.9 11 15.7
Private careec college 5.5 4.3
Cabot College 3.• 5.7
Marine [nstinltc 1.8
Anne<! Fortes 1.8
Community college • •
Hospital nursing school • • 4.3
Police academy • •
Other institute in Newfoundland • • •
No response
"
20.• 8.•
Note: Ch.i~squan: = 5..52, P ...35
(cl ReaNOs foc nor rontjnying IOOr education or training
There was little variation in the responses by gender with respect 10 students'
reasons for not oontinuing their education oetraining next year (see Table 4.36), or with
respect to their most important reason for not continuing their education or training (see
Table 4.37). For both groups, the most frequently cited rusons were lack of money,
not being able to decide on a program. wanting 10 start supponing themselves. and not
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knowing if they bad lbe ability to suecce.d in post-st.COOOUy education.
A chi-square analysis revealed 00 significant gender diffe~ in reasons aJ the
0.05 level. Note thal the -no respoose" calcgOry and reasons cited by a total of less than
five respondents we~ excluded to strengthen this mcuure of association.
Table 4.36
Reason for Dot Continuing Education or Training Next Year (Mter Level nn by
Gender
eN =64)
Males (N "" Females (N := 23) Chi-Square
R_", 41)
F.... .. F.... .. X'
I may not have 19 46.J 12 52.2 0.20 0.65
enough money for
"""'"Haven't been able to 11 415 34.8 0.28 0.00
decide on a program
I would like to swt I" 39.0 30.' 0.47 0.49supporting myself
I don't know if I 10 24.3 34.8 0.19 0.37
have the ability
Do not have the 14.6 21.7 0.52 0.49
~"""<
requirements
I have 10 go far from 7.J 21.7 2.80 0.09
home
Like to get married 7.J 13.9 0.57 0.45
in near future
Like to have children 7.J 17.4 1.54 0.22
in neat future
(continued)
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T~le 4.36 cootinued
Stay bomc: aDd Keep .., 13.0 1.36 0.24
.....
Can"t find aplll:e to .., 13.0 1.36 0.24
live
No dcsire to further .., '.3 0.01 0.92
education
OU", 14.6 21.7 0.52 0.47
Note: Students could give more than one reason. The totals for each reason are
displayed in the table.
Table 4.37
Most Important Reason for not Continuing Education or Training Next Year (After
Level DI) by Gtnder
(N "= 642)
Males (N = 41)
Fnq...
Females (N "= 23)
Fnq...
I rn&y oot have enough moDe)' for sdlool
Haven't been able to decide on I procram
I would like [0 start SUPponilll myself
Idoo't Icnow if I have the ability
No desire to furthereduation
Do TJO(havetheentraneerequiremeots
I have to go coo far from home
Stay home and keep house
Can't find a place to live
Ukc 10 get married in near future
Like to lIavechildren in near future
00"
No response
Note: Chi-square = 0.13, P IZ .99
12 29.3
195
,..
'.2
2.•
2.•
o
o
o
o
o
14.6
17.1
30..
17.4
'.7
'.7
o
'.7
o
o
o
o
o
17.4
'.7
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Cd) Pm:ejvgt problems when furthering their educatjon
The pattern of responses by gender in terms of perceived problems when deciding
to get further education did 001 vary mucb (see Table 4.38), except that significantly
more females lhan males considered science (x' = 6.90. P < .OS), and missing living
at home (Xl ::z 17.62. p < .01) as potential problems. However. significantly more
males (x' = 5.96, P < .0:5) than females considered meeting entrance requirements as
a problem. While the differences were not statistically significant. more females
perceived Hnding a place to live and mathematics as po(cntial problems as weU. By
contrast, slightly more males perceived finding available courses near home. having 10
work to support themselves/family. and adjusting 10 instructors as potential problems.
eel Perceiyqt prgblems when deciding 10 find a job
An examination of the gender differences with TeSpOCt [0 perceived problems
when deciding to fmd a job revealed some similarities and some differences between the
fWO geoden. For both genders, the two most frequently cited concerns were the scan::ity
of jobs and Iaclc. of experience. However, there was a significant differeoce in their
responses to having money to look for work (Xl:>: 6.62. P < .OS). Females perceiVed
il 10 be more problematic than did males (sec Table 4.39).
CO Preferred I2Ost-secondary locatjon
There was no significant difference in the genders' ~n.ses with respect to
preference for post-secondary location. All of (he females and aU of the males who
responded to the question, except one male, were willing to relocate for education, and
most preferred 10 relocate (see Table 4.40).
LOL
'gl Preferred work location
There was also no significant difference in the males and females responses with
respect 10 preference for work location. The majority of both males and females
prefened to work home but were willing to relocale for employment (see Table 4.41).
(hl Fynsre lifestyle expectatjons
To address this issue, future occupational choice, seasonable work and coUection
unemployment insurance, furore living locations and years of post-secondary education
were examined. There was a significant difference between males and females in tenus
of what they expected to be doing in the future (Xl = 6.75, p < .05). Approximately
68% of both groups expected to be worlcing in a job or career in five to leo yean;
however, more females (22.6% compared to 9.2 % males) also expected to be
homemakers. Only two students expected 10 be homemakers (and not working in ajob
or career). Surprisingly, bOth were males (see Table 4.42). It was also evident that
about 30% of each group were undecided about this.
Table 4.38
Perceived Problems When Deciding to Get Further Education by Gender
(N = 124)
~r1ou5ness or Problem (Perunl
Problem Males Females
(N =54) (N m 68)
Some"h A Some"hal A Chi-square
Not Il at or Il Serious NOla .1 a Serious Test
"""1,," Problem """1,," Problem Problem Problem x·
Finding available Freq. 12 27 12
"
31 I. 3./S .2/
courses near • 23.5 5'7.9 23.S 37.9 47.0 15.2home
Finding the right rreq. 14
"
10
" "
12 1.66 .44
course or • 26.9 53.8 1"'.2 37.9 43.9 18.2program lhal is
given close to
ho~
Long waiting list Freq. 2. 26 8 37 2J 7 3.97 .14
at the POSt- • 31.0 48.1 14.8 S5.2 34.3 10.4
secondary
instilule
Having 10 work Freq. 34 IJ 7 40
" •
1.29 .53
10 suppa" • 63.0 24.\ \3.0 58.8 32.4 8.8themselves/family
(contlnuod)
S
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Table 4.39
Perceived Problems When D«idlnllo Find a Job
IN: 182)
Amounl
Problem Mliles lo'emales
(N - %) (N .. 86)
Somewhat A Somewhal A Chi-square
Nota 0" Serious Not a ora Serious T'"
Problem Probl,," Problem Problem Problem Problem X'
The scarcity of jobs Freq. 3 31
"
0 :zs ., '.40 0.Q7
• 3.2 39.-i 57.4 0.0 29.1 70.'
NOlhavingenollgh Freq. 8
"
29 • 53 28 0.18 0.92experience • 8.' 61.1 30.5 6.' 60.' 32.2
Findingljobyou Freq. 20 53 21 J9
"
II 4.15 0.13
like • 20.8 55.2 24.0 21.6 65.9 12.5
Having money to Freq. 29
"
12 J6 48 6.62 0.04-
lookforwoTk • 30.' 56.' 12.6 18.6 55.8 22
25.6
Being too young 10 Freq. 1I
"
\I J6 60 , 4.65 0.10
get a goodjQb • 32.3 56.3 IU 18.6 70.' 10.5
Knowing how 10 Freq. 3S
"
, 24 53 , 1.46 0.48
look for ljob • 36.1 55.7 8.2 27.9 6\.6 10.5
Not wanting to leave Freq. .. 21 ? 53 26 ? 1.06 0.59
homerorajob • 68.8 24.0 1.3 61.6 30.2 8.1
Note: -Statisticallysigniflcant (p < .05)
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Table 4.40
Preferred Post.secondary Location of Students by Gender
IN ~ 192)
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Preference
Males eN =98)
Freq. ..
Females eN = 93)
A....ay from home within the province
Wherever I am accepted
Home, but would go elsewhere if
absolutelyneeessary
OUtside the province
Home, won't go if I can't live at home
Didn'trespond
NOfe: Chi-square "" 3.39, P = .33
Table 4.41
Preferred Work Location by Gender
IN - 192)
36
28
16
14
36.7
28.6
16.3
14.3
1.0
3.1
I'
14
47.3
20.4
15.1
9.7
0.0
7.5
Preference
Males eN = 98)
Fr-eq. ~
Females eN = 93)
Freq. ..
Home, but would go anywhere
Home, but would not mind elsewhere in
the province
OUtside the province
Within the province, but away from
home
Home, won't leave to find worle
Didn't respond
Note: Chi-square =2.21, P = .70
22
IS
44.'
22.4
15.3
7.1
7.1
3.1
45
11
".4
15.1
11.8
9.7
7.5
7.5
'06
Table 4.42
What Students Expect to be Doina: in Five to Ten YNrs by Gender
(N = 192)
Occupational Choice
Workinginjob/carcer
Work.ing injob/careerandhomemaker
Homemaker
Don't Iotow
No response
Males (N = 98)
........ %
"
58.2
9.2
2.0
29 29.6
1.0
Females (N ::= 93)
Freq. %
43 46.2
2' 22.6
0.0
27 29.0
2.2
Note: Chi-square =: 6.75, p ::= .03
There was no significant difference between male and females with respect to
their future work status. A large number of both males and females (54.1 % and 47.3%,
respectively) were uncertain as 10 whether they would be working seasonally and
collecting unemployment insurance (see Table 4.36). Slightly more, but not significantly
more, females than males said they would not be doing litiS (45.2% and 31.6%.
respectively), while slightly more males (11.2% compared to 5.4% females) said they
elCpeCled to be doing tltis in five to ten years (see Table 4.43).
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Table 4.43
Students Expected to do SeasoDaI Work and Col.lect Unemployment Insurance by
Gender
eN == 192)
Males (N == 98) Females (N = 93)
Response
....... % ....... %
No 31 31.6 42 45.2
Yo>
"
1l.2 S.4
Don't know 53 54.1 47.3
No response 3 3.1 2.2
Note: Chi-square'" 4.66, P == .10
lbere was no signifteant diff~nce between males and females witll regard to
where they expected to be living in five to ten yean time. As can be seen in Table 4.44,
the majority of both expected to be living away from home; however, more males than
females anticipated living outSide of Newfoundland and Ubrador.
Table 4.44
Wbere Students &pect to be Living in Five to Ten Years by Gender
eN :::: 192)
Males (N = 98) Females (N =9J)
Location F...... % F...... %
Outside province SO 51.0 41 44.1
Away from home, inprovincc 30 30.6 35 37.6
Home or near home IS 15.3
"
11.8
No response 3.1 6.S
Note: Chi-square "" 1.54. P "" .46
lOS
~ was a significant differaJCe (Xl"" 20.95, P < 0.01) between males and
females in lhe number of years of post-sccoodary education they expected to have in five
or teo yean time. Mo~ females expected to achieve higher levels of education. As seen
in Table 4.45, this was panicularly true for the category ~S years of more" in wltich
50.5'.1 of females, compazed 10 26.5"; of moo, expected to have five or more years of
education.
Table 4.45
Number of Years of Post-8econdary Education by Gender
(N: 192)
Amount
Males (N = 98)
fuq...
Females (N =93)
Freq. ...
No~
6 months
I,....
2,...,
''''''
''''''S yean; or more
Norespoase
13
10
2ll
"26
6
'.1
'.1
13.3
10.2
20.4
15.3
26.5
6.1
"
14
47
2.2
0.0
2.0
16.2
'.6
1S.1
SO.5
5.'
Note: Chi·square = 24.87, p = .00
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Researdl Question 15
Are the rlDdings of the pr15eflt study consistent with rmdincs of similar rural
youth respondents in Sharpe and Spain's (1991) youth transition study with respect
to: (a) future career choices; (b) immediate (2,ree!" plans; (c) rutu~ lifestyle
expertations and (d) reasons for Dot rontinuing their education or tl'2ining?
I» Future Career Choices
To detennine whether the future career choices armis 1995 cohon differed from
the choices of the 1989 cohon, the career choices of both groups were classified using
the CCOO. Since less than 7% of the 1995 respondents listed two or more choices, the
flJ'Sl~r choices of the 1995 respondents were compared to the fIrst career choices of
[he 1989 respondents. Such oomparisons were made using the CCOO major groups and
the Genenl Education and Development (GED) levels and the SpociIk Vcx::ationaJ
Plq)antion (SYP) levels.
When the choices were compared according 10 occupational groups, they were
signif"tcantly different (,,2 ... 26.58, P < .01). This analysis was slmlgthened by
excluding the -no response- category;u weU as occupationaJ eategorie:5 selected by fewer
than five respondents. A5 can be seen in Table 4.46, the five most frequently cited
occupational groups in the 1989 sample were medicine and health (19.7%), service
(14.0%), natural science, engineering, mathematics (10.1 %), teaching and relafed
(7.9%), and managerial and administrative (7.0%); whereas the five most frequently
cited groups in the 1995 study were naNrai science, engineering, mathematics (16.7%),
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social service and rela1ed (13.0~). medicine and health (12.0';), servia: (9.4~). and
product fabricating, assembly, repair (5.7%). Some occupational groups were cited by
more 1989 students than 1995 snadenlS. Tbcse included medicine and health (19.7'5 as
compared to 12.0~), service (14.0'1 asc:ompared to 9.411'), teaching and related (7.9%
as compared to 2.1 %>, and managerial and administnltive (7.0'1 as compam:! to 3.6'1),
Other occupational areas were more frequentlycitcd by the 1995 sample. These included
natural science, engineering, mathematics (16.7% as compared to 10.1 %) and social
service and related (13.0% as compared to 5.3%).
In tenns of the GFD of the career choices, there was no statistically significant
difference between the 1989 sample and the 1995 sample. For both groups, the majority
(approximately 65 'Ii) of srudents cited occupations fal.ling in the four or five GED levels
(see Table 4.47).
There was a statistically SignulCanl difference with respect to the SVP time of the
career cboices between the 1989 sample and the 1995 sample (x' "" 14.53, P < ,05).
As. seen in Table 4.48. the 1995 students cited more occupations in the highest SVP level
(eight).
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Table 4.46
Future Career Choices of 1989 and 1995 Level m Students
198. m5
Students Students
Occupational Group
n = 228 0=192
""t. % ""t %
Medicine and health
"
19.7 2J 12.0
Service 32 14.0 18 'A
Narural science, eogineering, mathematics 23 lO.l 32 16.7
Teaching and related 18 7.' 2.[
Managerial and administrative 16 7.0 3.6
Oerica!and reJated I' 6.1 10 5.2
Product fabricating. assembly, repair 13 5.7 11 5.7
Social service and related 12 5.3 2S 13.0
Transportatlon, equipment. and operating 11 4.8 5 2.6
Artistic, literacy, performing artS , 3.' 3 1.6
Cansuuction, trades , 3.' 10 5.2
Forestry and logging 3.1 7 3.6
'ol" L3 0 0.0
Machining and related 0.' 0.'
Fishing and trapping 0.9 0.0
Sports and recreation 0.4 LO
Farming. horticulture, and animal husbandry 0.4 0.0
Government programs OA 2.[
Religion 0.0 0.0
Mining and quarrying including oil and gas field 0.0 0.5
Occupations not elsewhere classified 0.0 0 0.0
Don'tlcnow 1.8 0 0.0
No response 2.2 29 15.1
Note: Chi-square "" 26.58, P ". .00
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Table 4.47
General Education aDd Development of the Future Career Choices of tbe 1989 and
1995 Level m Students
1989 1995
Students Students
GflIeral Education and Developmellt
0""' 112 n = 163
Froq• .,. Froq• .,.
0.0 2 1.2
19.8 30 18.4
81 36.5 48 29.4
.. 29.7 55 33.7
27 12.2 24 14.7
I.' 2.5
Note: Chi-square "" 2.62, P '" .62
OED level is based on both fannal and infonnal aspects of education
whicb contributes 10 a worker's reasoning development. ability to foUow
instructions, and acquisition of malhematical and language skills.
1IJ
Table 4.48
Specif"~ Vocational Preparation Tune or the Carftt' Cboke of the 1989 and 1995
unl IT Students
1989 1995
Students Students
Specific: Vocational Preparation Level
Q =216 n == 159
........
"
........
"1.4 3.8
14 6.5 3.1
22 10.2 10 6.3
44 20A 15 n.o
93 43.1 53 33.3
., 18.5 SO 31.~
Note: Chi-square" L4.53, P ., .03
SVP level is based on lhe time required to ieun the techniques and skills
needed for an oocupation.
(b) Immedi2;re CiIper Plans
'The immediate career plans of the 1995 students did nor significantly differ from
those of the 1989 studentS. However, mo~ students in the 1989 group said they would
like to continue their education or training but have to wtlrlt (l4.9!l compared to 8.9.
in the 1995 group). By contrast, more studeolS in the 1995 group indicated pl:1ns to
continuing their education or training but said they would rather work (L 1.1 % compared
to 4.1 'Jri in we 1989 group). As seen in Table 4.49, the responses given by the 1989 and
1995 students in the other categories were similar, with the majority of each group
definitely planning to continue with their education or training.
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Table 4.49
Next Ye:u""s Plans of 1989 and 1995 unl m StudMts
PI.",
DcfiniteJyplan 10 continuecdueation or training
Like to continue education or ttaining but have to work
Plan 10 take year off
Definitely plan to go ta worle
Continue edl1Qtioo or training but rather work
Don't bave a plan
Plan to return to bigh school in September
198. 1995
Students Students
n ~ 221 D =:: 190
fuq. .. fuq. ..
120 54.1 104 54.7
33 [4.9 17 ..,
28 12.6 23 12.1
14 6.3 10 5.3
'.1 21 ILl
3.6 3.7
10 '.5 4.2
Note; Chi-square = 10.08, P =:: .12
(c) FuJuIe Liremlc ExpecuijonS
To address this issue, tbe responses to two questions were examined; Doe relating
to funJre employment expectations, the other 10 type of employment. Tbe responses
given by the 1989 respondents and those given by the 1995 respondents with respect to
furure plans were significantly different (x2 == 2(.04, P < 0.01). About equal numbel'3
of both groups (56.8% and 53.4'1) said they planned to be working in a job or career
in five 10 ten years time. However, as can be seen in Table 4.50, more of the 1989
respondents planned to additionally be homemakers: 29.5% of the 1989 respondents as
compared 10 15,9 'Ai of the 1995 respondents said they planned to nave a career and be
a homemaker. The 1995 and 1989 respondents also differed with~ to the level
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of cert1.inty they had surrounding their furure. As showD in Table 4.50,29.6% of 1995
respondents as aHnpam1 to 13.7~ of the 1989 respondenu indicated they did not know
what they would be doing in the furore.
Table 4.50
What 1989 and 199.5 Students EKpect to be Doina: in Flve 10 Ten Years
Working in job/career and homemaker
Workinginjoblcarcer
Homemaker
Don't Know
Note: Chi-square = 21.04, p = .00
1989 19')5
Students Students
11""227 n = l89
....... .. F...... ..
67 29.S 30 15.9
'29 56.8 101 53.4
0.0 2 1.1
31 13.7 56 29.6
In both the 1989 and 1995 surveys, respondents were med whether or not they
expected to do seasonal worte. and coUect unemployment insut1l'lte. While there was
little difference in the numbers woo indicated ·yes." less of the 1995 respondents said
"no," and more said "don't know" (nole the differences were not statistically significant
at the .05 level). Many more in the current 1995 group (51.9$ compared to 40.9% in
the [989 group) were uncertain about doing seasonal work and coUecting unemployment
insurance in the future (see Table 4.51).
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Table 4.51
1989 aDd 1995 Students Expecting to do Seasonal Work and Collecting
Unemployment Insurance
198. 1995
Students Students
Response
n == 225 n = 188
....... % Freet· %
No ilO 48.9 74 39.4
yO' 93 10.2 i6 8.6
I)Qn't know 92 40•• .8 51.9
Note: Chi-square == 4.97, P = .08
(d) Reasons for Not Continning Their EllucatjOD Of fujnjng
In this 1995 survey, students were given a list of II possible reasons why they
might not continuing their education or training and were asked to indicate which ones
applied 10 them. In the 1989 surv~y, the students wen; given a list of six possible
reasons and asked to indicate which ones applied to memo The responses of the 1989
students and the 1995 students were compared on the six common reasons. Each reason
was SUbject to a chi-square analysis. As can be seen in Table4.52, for both groups, lack
of money for school was the most frequently cited reason followed by wanting to start
supporting themselves and the inability to decide on a post-secondary program.
However, significantly more of the 1995 respondents than the 1989 respondents cited
inabWty to decide on a program (Xl '= 6.34 , P < .01).
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Table 4.52
1989 and 1995 Students Reasons (or Not Continuing Their Education or Training
198. 199'
Students Studedls
R....'" o ~ 93 0- 6S Chi-square
F"". % "",. % x'
I may notbave ,. 52.7 31 47.7 0.38 0.54
enough money for
school
[would like to start 31 n.] 23 35.4 0.07 0.79
5upponing myself
Haven'theen able 20 21.S 2. 40.0 6.]4 0.01"
10 decide on a
program
I don't know if I I. 17.2 IS 27.7 2.49 0.11
ha'n the ability
[have to go far 8.• 12.] 0.58 0.45
frombomc
Stiy horne and keep '.3 7.7 0.82 0.37
1>0=
Note: -Difference significant (p < .01)
ReseardJ Question 16
Are tbere differences by gender between present study participants and the
similar rural youth respondents in Sharpe and Spain's (1991) youth transition study
with resped: to: <a) future career choices; (b) immediate career plans; (c) future
lifestyle expectations and (d) reasons for not continuing their education ortr-aining?
"'
To answer each pan of this research question. geoocr differences were examined
by separately contrasting male and female choices. That is, male choices of the 1989
cohen were compared to male choices in the current sample, and female choices from
the 1989 choices were compared to lhose in the current sample.
(a) Furore career Choices
Overall, differences in future career choices revealed significant differences
between the two groups in this analysis. To detennine whether there were differences
by gender between the present study participants and the similar rural youth respondents
in the Sharpe and Spain (1991) Youth Transition study with respect to future career
choices, the future career choices of both groups were classified using the CeDO as well
as by GED and SVP levels. The responses of the 1989 and 1995 males and 1989 and
1995 females were compared separately. For some occupational categories, gender
differences in the present study were compared to gender differences in the Sharpe and
Spain (1991) sample. Also, since only 6.8% of the 1995 respondents listed two or more
jobs, a comparison between the two samples was conducted using job selection one only.
The 1995 male choices did not differ significantly from the 1989 male choices:
however, the 1995 males cited more occupations in the natural science, engineering,
mathematics and less in transportation, equipment, and operating areas as compared to
the 1989 males (2L4% as compared to 16.7%, and 5.1% as compared to 9.4%,
respectively). Otherwise, the career choices were very similar (see Table 4.53). Unlike
the males, the 1995 and 1989 female occupational choices were significantly different (Xl
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== 20.70. P < .01). There were several differences between the 1995 female and the 1989
female career choices. For both groups. the most frequently ciled choices were in
medicine and health; however, more females in the 1995 sample lhan in the 1989 sample
listed careers in natural science, engineering, mathematics (11.8% compared to 5.3%) and
social service and related occupations (20.4% compared to 7.6%) and less cited choices
in the service (6.5% compared to 15.3%), and teaching and related occupations (3.2%
compared to 12.2%).
Table 4.53
Future Career Choi~ of 1989 and 1995 Level m Students
1989 1995 198. 1995
Mal" Mal" Females FemalES
O«upational
n ::: 96 n "" 98 0""131 n = 93Group
....... % ....... % Freq. % Freq. %
Medicine and 5.2 J.I 40 30.5 20 21.5
hul<h
Service 12 12.5 12 12.2 20 15.3 6.5
Natura/science, 16 16.7 21 2\.4 5.3 II 11.8
engineering,
mathematics
Teaching and 2.1 1.0 16 12.2 3.2
related
Managerial and 7.J J.I 6.9 4.J
administrative
Clerical and 2.1 1.0 12 9.2 9.7
rel;ued
Product 13 13.5 II 11.2 0.0 0.0
fabricaling,
assembly, repair
(continued)
12.
Table4.S3000tinued
SocWservice 2.1 6.1 10 7.6 19 20.'
""''''''''Transportation. 9.' S.I I.S 0.0
equipmect. and
operating
Artistic,literae)'. 2.1 1.0 S.J 2.2
perforrningarts
Consuuetion. 9.' 10 10.2 0.0 0.0
trades
Forestry and S.2 6.1 I.S 0.0
logging
S... 1.0 0.0 I.S 0.0
Macniningand 2.1 1.0 0.0 0.0
related
Fishint; and 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
trapping
Sporu and 1.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
rccreaIion
Farming, 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
horticulture, and
animal husbandry
Go~, 0.0 2.0 0.0 2.2
pro""",
Mining and 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
quarrying
including oil and
g3.$ field
Don'l blow 2.1 0 0.0 I.S 0.0
No response J.I 12 12.2 I.S 17 18.3
Note: Chi-square (1989 & 1995 males) = 6.22, P ""' .62
Chi-square (1989 & 1995 females) = 20.70, P = .00
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In terntS oftheGED levels of the career chokes, there W1lS no significant differera
between the 1989 and 1995 maJCSj however, mere was a statistically significant differen:e
in the 1989 and 1995 females (Xl == 11.60, P <: .OS). A3. can be seeD in Table 4,54 more
1995 females th2.n 1989 females aspired to jobs with higher QED levels.
Similar differences were observed with respect to the SVP lime of the jobs (see
Table 4.55). No significant difference existed between the male groups while signifICantly
more of lhe 1995 females compared to 1989 females aspired to jobs with an SVP level of
eight. As well, less aspired to jobs with a SVP level of five or less (Xl = 14.04, P <:
.05).
Table 4.54
Geoer.ll Education and Development DC the Career Cboices of the 1989 and 1995 Level
ID Students
.98. 1995 1989 1995
."".. ."".. Fomal.. Fomal..
General Education 0-93 n - .. n ~ 129 0-76
and Development
Fnq.
"
Fnq.
"
Fnq.
"
Fnq.
"0 0.0 2 2.3 0 0.0 • 0.0
17 18.3 22 25.' 2. 20.9 10.5
31 33.3 2. 32.6 SO 38.8 I' ll.O
l4 36.6 27 3\.4 32 24.8 2. 36.8
,
'.7 s.• I' 14,0 I' ll.•
2 2.2 2.3 3 ... 2.'
Note: Chi-square (1989 & 1995 males) = 2.29, P "" .68
Chi-square (1989 & 1995 females) Zl 11.60, P '3 .02
GED level is based on both formal and infonnal aspects of education
which contributes to a workers reasoning development, ability to follow
instructions, and acquisition of mathematical and language skills.
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Table 4.55
Specific Vocational Preparation Tune of the Career Choice of the 1989 and 1995
Level n Students
1989 1995 1989 1995
Mal.. Mal.. Females Females
Specific Vocational
n = 91 0::: 84 n =US n =74Preparation Level
Freq ., Freq ., F..... .. Freq• .,
0 0.0 2.' 2.' 5.4
2 2.2 2.4 12 9.• 4.1
, ,.. '.3 \4 11.2 4.1
20 22.0 23 27.4 24 19.2 11 14.9
4\ 45.1 26 31.0 52 41.6 27 36.5
20 22.0 24 28.6 20 16.0 26 35.1
Note: Chi-square (1989 & 1995 males) = 3.54, P = .47
Chi-square (1989 & 1995 females) = 14.04. P = .02
SVP level is based on the time required to learn the techniques and skills
needed for an occupation.
(bl Immediate Career Plans
The 1989 female and 1995 female differed significantly with respe<:t [0 their plans
following high school (Xl = 12.64, P < .05). In 1989, 16.4% said they would like to
continue their education or training but may have to work. In 1995, onJy 6.5% said this.
Also, in 1989, 0.8% said they were continuing their education training but would rather
work, whereas 6.5% indicated this in 1995. There was also an increase from 6£.7% in
1989 to 68.8% in 1995 in the number of females who said they would definitely be
continuing their education or training (see Table 4.56).
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While not significant, there were some differences in the males' responses. In
1989, 8.5 % said lhey were continuing their education or tJaining but preferred [0 work.
In 1995, 15.6% said this. Also, in 1989. 11.7% said they definitely planned 10 work.
Only 7.3% said this in 1995 (see Table 4.56).
Table 4.56
Next Year's Plans of 1989 lind 1995 Level m Students
198. 1995 198. 1995
Mal" Males Females Females
PIa'" n;: 94 D = 96 D =US n =93
F>eq % F... % F>eq. % F.... %
Definitely plan 10 41 43.6 40 41.7 71 61.7 64 68.8
continue education or
training
Like to continue 12 12.8 II II.S 21 16.4 6.5
edueationorU"ainingbul
have to work
Plan to take year off 13 13.8 12 12.5 15 1J.7 II 11.8
Definitely plan to go to II 11.7 7.3 l 2.3 3.2
work
Continue education or 8.5 15 15.6 0.8 6.5
training but ralher work
Don't have a plan 5.3 5.2 2.3 2.2
Plan to rerum to high 4.3 6.3 4.7 l.l
school in September
Note: Chi-square (1989 & 1995 males) = 3.49, P == .74
Chi-square (1989 & 1995 females) =12.64, p = .05
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fc) fllDICI; I item!!!; Rmecmrions
Two questions were used to address future lifestyle expectations. One related to
working in a carer or job, the other about expecting to do seasonal work: and collecting
unemploymem insurance.
Differences in 1989 and 1995 male career or job plans were not significant at the
0.05 level, although as can be seen in Table 4.57, there were some m:nds in the dara.
Fewer of the 1995 males listed a combined expectation of working in a job or career and
homemaking, and many more of the 1995 group (29.8% compared to 18.9%) did Dot
know what they would be doing.
Table 4.57
What 1989 and 1995 Students Expect to be Doing in Five to Ten Years
198. 1995 198. 1995
Mal" Mal" Females Females
Pia",
n =: 95 n =: 97 n == 132 n =: 9l
F"". % F"'!. % F"'!. % F"". %
Workinginjob/career 14 [4.7 • .3 53 40.2 21 23 .
and homemaker I
Worltinginjob/career 63 66.3 57 58.8 66 50.0 43 47
Homemaker 0.0 2.' 0.0 0.0
Don't Know
"
18.9 29 9.8 13 29.9 27 29.
7
Note: Chi-square (1989 & 1995 males) := 3.96, p =: .14
Chi-square (1989 & 1995 females) = 16.61, P < .00
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However, for females, there was a significant difference (Xl,"" 16.61, P < .01).
There was a large decrease from 1989 10 1995 in the number who said they would be
combining wol1cing in a cueer and being a homemaker (that is, from 40.2% to 23.1 S.
respectively). Also, about half of each cobon group anticipated wolting in a job or
career thai excluded homemaking. There was also a 1arge increase (from 9.9% to
29.7%) in the number who said they didn't know what they would be doing (see Table
4.57).
In both the 1989 and 1995 surveys, respondents were asked whethcrthey expected
to do seasonal work and coUect unemployment insurance. As seen in Table 4.58, no
signiflCallt differences existed between the 1989 male and the 1995 maJe respondents or
the 1989 and 1995 femaJe respondents. Allbaugh, in both the male and female groups.
there was increased uncertainty in the 1995 respondents.
Table 4.58
1989 and 1995 Students Expettiog to do Seasonal Wol"k and CoUeding
Unemployment lnsuraoce
198. 1995 198. 1995
Ma"" Mal" Females F....Ios
Response
0"" 95 n "" 96 n = 130 n == 91
F"",
'"
....
'"
.....
'"
.....
'"
No 3. 41.1 31 32.2 71 54.6 .2 46.2
yO' 8 8.' II.S
"
11.5
'"Don't Itnow 48
"'''
53 55.2 33.8 48.4
Note: Chi-square (1989 males & 1995 males) ". 1.64, P "'" .44
Chi-squaJe (1989 females &: 1995 females) ""' 5.74, P ""' .06
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fd) Reason:; for Not Contjnujng Their EdUcation Of TAinjng
In this 1995 survey, students were given a list of 11 possible reasons why they
might not be continuing their education or training and asked to indicate which ones
applied to them. In the 1989 survey, the students were given a list of six possible reasons
and asked to indicate which ones applied to them.
The panern of responses between the 1989 and 1995 males were similar, except
significantly more of the 1995 males said they did not continue their education because
they could nOl decide on a program (Xl s 5.18, P < .05). As seen in Table 4.59 there
was an increase of about 20.0% who indicated this.
There was more variation in the female responses. Significantly more 1995
females than 1989 females cited both inability to decide on a program and uncertainty
about their academic ability as reasons for nOI continuing their education.
Table 4,59
1989 lind 1995 Students Reasons for Not Continuing Their Education or Training
1989 1995 Chi-square 1989 1995 Chi-square
Males Males Test Females Females Test
Reasons
n "" 54 n "" 46 X' P n "" 63 n "" 37 X'
I may not have enough Freq. 26 21 0.06 0.80 28 16 0.01 0.91
money for school • 48.1 45.7 44.' 43.2
1 would like 10 stan Freq. I' I' 0.17 0.68 22 12 0.06 0.80
supponlng myself • 35.2 39.1 34.9 32.4
Haven't been able to decide Freq. II I' 5.18 0.02'" 12 16 6.77 0.00'"
on a program • 20.4 41.3 19.0 43.2
I don'l know if I have the Freq. , II 1.33 0.25 10 13 4.88 0.03'"
abilit)' • 14.8 23.9 15.9 35.1
I have to go far from home Freq. 3 l 0.04 0.84 6 6 0.99 0.32
• 5.6 6.5 '.5 16.2
Stay home and keep house Freq. I l 1.41 0.23 3 5 2.43 0.12
• I.' 6.5 4.S 13.5
Note: "Significanl difference al Ihe 0.05 level.
"·Significant differenceal the 0.01 level.
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was designed 10 investigate the can:er aspirations and tr.ulSition
patterns of rural Newfoundland youth as they leave high school. To accomplish this,
twelve research questions were generated and a questionnaire was developed and
administered to a group of Level m and rv students residing in rural Newfoundland and
Labrador. The questionnaire was based on an initial Youth Transition into the Labour
Market SUlVey conducted in 1989 by Sharpe and Spain (199la). Some of their dala were
compared to this 1995 rural cohort to determine differences in~r aspirations over the
six year period.
This chapter is organized intO lhree sections and contains a summary and
discussion of each research question. averaU conclusions, and sevem recommendations.
Summary And Discussion
This section provides a summary and discussion of each research question.
Research Question 1
What are the students' futuf1! career dloices?
Most students Listed a~r choice. The most frequently cited choices feU under
fOUf major occupational groups: natural science, engineering, mathematics: social
science; medicine and health; and service occupations. There was very little interest in
the more traditional Newfoundland occupations related 10 the primary resource areas.
Only 3.6'1. indicated an inleresl in forestry and logging, 0.05'; in mining, oil and gas;
and 0.0$ in fishing and trapping.
12'
II is possible that the youth's career choices were influenced by employment
prospects. More students were considering entering into careers in the more promising
area of natural science, engineering, and malhematic$ and less in areas of fish.ing and
teaching which appears less promising. It also appears that they are reluctant to plan
their futures around the uncertainty associated with the primary resource industries,
particularly the fishing industry.
Despite the recent discoveries of minel3..ls and oil in Newfound.land, few srudcnts
planned careers in me mining, oil. and gas industry. This suggests that future career
choices were influenced more by the fishery crisis than the mineral findings in Yoisey's
Bay and on the west coast of Newfoundland. This is not surprising given that all of the
respondents reside in rural fishing communities and thus, have had direct exposure to the
effects of me fishery crisis and only media exposure to the oil industry and mineral
developmenu.
Researdl Question.1
Wbat are the students' immediate career plans!
Most students had made some plans for the upcoming year, and the majority
(approltimately 65'1) planned (0 attend a post-secondary institution. These results are
consistent with Sharpe and Spain's (1991) study of youth transition into the labour marKet
fmdings that were based on the provincial 1989 graduating Level m class. In their
study, approximately 60% planned to, and 50% did, enrol in a post-secondary institution
after high school.
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As expected, Memorial University ofNewfoundJand was lbe institution the 1argesl
portion of students applied 10 and preferred to attend. This study sample, unlike Sharpe
and Spain's 1989 sample, did not indicate a strong preference for the St. lol1n's
university campus over the Comer Brook campus. This may be due to the difference in
location of the two study samples. Sha1pe and Spain's sample covered aU geographicaJ
regions in Newfoundland and Labrador, whereas the study sample for this group was
restricted to two regions, both of which were much closer to Comer Brook than St.
John's (450 kilometres versus 1000 kilometreS). Students from the west coast of this
study region arc more likely than students from central Newfoundland and the east coast
to choose the Comer Brook: campus over lhe St. John's campus because it is closer to
lheir home communities, although somewhat restrictive in progtam offerings beyond the
tim two yean of univenity.
In this sample, a large number of students (37.6") had applied or intended to
apply to Westviking College. This was substantially higher than the number of students
in Sharpe and Spain's 1989 sample, more of whom gave serious thought lO attending the
FisherTedmica.lln$lilUtc in Comer Brook. The incrcuod interest in WeslViking College
may be a result of a number of different factors. Many institutes, such as Memorial
University. Cabot College, and Marine Institute are raising their entrance requirements.
This may have caused students to consider Westviking College, which has less stringent
entrance requirements. Also, Westviking CoUege has added several new technology
progmns to their list of offerings. These programs may have attracted students who are
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interested in the ami. of technology. Again, the location of lbe study sample ceruinly
accounted for some of the interest in Westviking College and other institutions due to its
proximity lO their bome communities.
Research Question 3
What are tbe students' future lifestyle expectations?
A large number of stlJdents were uncertain about their future employment. Half
of the students were unsure whether or not they would be doing seasonal work and
canccling unemployment insurance in the future, and 29.2% were unsure as to whether
or not they would be wodcing in a can:er, as a homemaker, or both. Sharpe and Spain's
1989 sample did not have the same amount of uncenainty about their future. Less than
30... as compared to 50% from this sample indic::ated they did not know whether they
would worle. seasonally and coUect unemployment insurance or not, and 10.6'.1 as
compared to 29.2'" indicated they were unsure whether they would be working in a
career, as a homemaker. or boIh.
The I1ighcr level of uncertainty in this sample as oppose to Sharpe and Spain's
sample is not unexpected given the present economic situation in Newfoundland.
panicularly rural Newfoundland. It is very difficult to predict the future with the present
fishery crisis and the emerging (potential) promise of oil and mineral development. This
present sample, because of timing and location, has probably been affected more by both
the fishery crisis and other economic uncenainties than the 1989 sample.
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According to Looker (1993), rural youth are more likely than urban youlh to
consider seasonal work accompanied by unemployment insurance as a possible lifestyle.
Given that the p~nt study has a completely rural sample and Sharpe and Spain's 1989
sample had a rural/urban cohort, this sample would be expected [0 exhibit characteristics
more closely aligned with Looker's rural Nova Scotia sample.
The majority of students (81.8 %) expected to be living away from home to pursue
their career plans. These expectations were realistic COllsidering none of the students
indicated they were interested in entering a career centring around the fishing industry.
wlrich is likely the only industry in their communities which had traditionally employed
large numbers of people. Funhennore, with the present cod mOI1norium and freeze on
new fishing licences, prospects of employment in the fistting industry are bleak.
Over 90% of the students expected to have acquired some post-secondary
education at the end of five or ten years. This may be a reflection of the poor economic
times and labour market demands. Today's labour market is high.ly competitive, and
there is an increased demand for education. Low·skilled and semi-skilled jobs are being
replaced by jobs requiring higher levels of education. These youth were probably aware
of this and planned to obtain more education 10 improve their odds of fmding
employment. Furtbennore, with the scarcity of jobs in Newfoundland, and in rural
Newfoundland in particular, many students may be opting for further education because
there are no jobs available. Both Gregory and Duncan (1980) and Gustman and
5teinmeier (1981) found evidence to support this. They concluded that more people
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enroled in educational institutions during poor economic times and when there was an
increased demand for education to improve employment prospects.
Research Question 4
What are the students' reasons for not continuing their education or training
next year, after Level ill?
The results indicate that there were a number of different reasons why students
did Dot continue their education immediately following high school. The most important
reason was lack of money followed by difficulty deciding on a program, desire to
become self-supporting, and uncertainty regarding their academic ability. Several earlier
studies (McGrath, 1993; Sharpe & Spain, 1991; Parsons, 1974) reported similar fmdings.
All three studies conUined Newfoundland samples.
According to this sample of Newfoundland students. community attachment was
not a barrier to post-secondary education. None of the respondeots indicated it was the
main reason they did not continue their education or training. These ftndings are Dot
consistent with Looker's (1993) findings. In her sample of IUra! youth from Nova
Scotia, community attachment was viewed as a barrier to post·secondary education.
The differences between the two above stUdies is likely not explained simply by
the differences in the locations of the two samples, but rather by the difference in the
interpretations of the results. In Looker's (1993) study, rural youth reported a strong
attachment 10 their communities and a strong desire to R:main borne. At the same time,
they indicaled chey would likely have co leave their homes for educational opportunities.
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Based on these fmdings and the assumption that these youth may opt out of post-
secondary education or training to avoid leaving borne. Looker speculated that
community attachment may be a possible barrier to post-secondary education for ruraJ
youth. However, unlike in lhis study, the youth were not asked directly their reasons for
not continuing their education. It is possible that her sample of Nova Scotia youth. like
this sample of Newfoundland youth, were willing 10 relocate for educational oppoltUnities
despite their community attachment.
Research Question 5
What problems do students furthering their education or tninjo: next year
anticipate having?
Potential problems associated with post-secondary education responded to by
students were not generally anticipated to be serious problems for the majority but many
consider them "somewhat of a problem.«
The three areas in which most students were concerned about were all related to
moving away from home. These were related to fmding available courses near home,
finding the right course near home, and simply missing being at home. There is
reasonable support in the literature to indicale that these are generally recognized as more
serious problems for rural youth. In Sharpe and White's (1993) study, rural youth cited
problems related to fmding courses close to home, and Looker's (1993) findings
suggested that lack of educational opportunities within the home area causes many rural
youth to opt out of post-secondary education or training.
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The results indicate that while attachment 10 home is not a serious barrier to POSl~
secondary education, it is much more of a problem for rural youth attempting to further
their education. More research is needed to detennine the effect, if any, that this
attachment to home has on rural youth making post-secondary education decisions.
However, results of the next research question clearly show that they both anticipate and
are willing to move away to further educational institutions.
ReseardJ Question 6
Where would the students' prefer to further their education or training?
All of the students except one indicated they were willing to relocate for
educational purposes. In fact, only 17.1 % preferred to further their education or training
at home. Th.i.s may be a result of the reality of their situation and the limited educational
opportunities within the area. These stUdents may be expressing a preference fOf the
programs offered away from home as opposed to those offered close to home, rather than
an actual preference to relocate. It is also possible that some of the students may be
seeking independence from their families. They may see relocating for educational
purposes a means to achieve some independence as young adults.
The students from this study sample had obviously realized and had come to accept
that they must leave home for better educational opportunities. This further suggests that
moving away from home is not an obstacle that will prevent them from funhering their
education. However, the fmancial cost associated with moving may be more of an
obstacle than the moving itself along with anticipated home sickness and related reasons.
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Research Question 7
What type of job do the students' think they may have nert year?
About half afthe students responded to the question n:lated to working oext year.
lbis suggests that a large number of stUdents did not expect to be working the year
following high school or had Dot given schooling much thought.
Given that the employment opportunities for youth, especially rural youth, have
not improved over the last several years, it is likely that far less than the 56 % who
anticipated working will actually find employment. Also, many of those planning post-
secondary education were more likely to be seeking summer employment rather than
wade through the following year.
With respect to educational qualifications, the majority of jobs listed were
realistic, with most requiring little or no post-secondary education. However, some
srudents bad what appeared to be unrealistic expectations of finding a job in the fishing
industry. Since 1994, the cod fishery has been closed and no new licences have been
issued for other species since the 19805. Thus, the only jobs available to these youth,
related to the fishing industry, would be inshore assisting fisherpersons with their catch.
It is highly unrealistic that many of the students would secure jobs of this narure in the
fishing industry, either in their home community or elsewhere in the Province.
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Research Question 8
What problems do the students' anticipate having when rIDding a job?
As expected, the area which the students expected to pose the most serious
problem was the scarcity of jobs. This undoubtedly was a realistic reflection of the
economic content of Newfoundland and the lack of employment opportunities available
to youth in general except perhaps during the summer periods when government
sponsored employment programs are typically in effect.
Research Question 9
Where would the students' prefer to work?
The attachment of rural youth to their community was obvious in their responses
to the question on future work location. Overall, three-quarters indicated they preferred
to work near home. However, despite their strong desire to remain home in their
community, most indicated they would relocate for employment purposes. Less than
10% were adamant about remaining at home and indicated they would not leave to fmd
work.
There is some disparity and perhaps reality in where studenlS preferred to work
and where they expected to be working. While most preferred to work near home, they
expected to be living away from home to pursue their careers. Thus, it appears that most
of the rural Newfoundland youth who are planning to leave their home communities are
doing so not because of choice but because of lack of employment opportunities. If this
is the case, it may have a serious impact on the survival and visibility of rural
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communities.
lben: was also a difference: in the Iocatioo studcnlS preferred to 'Nork and lhe
location they preferred to funher their education. While over 90" preferred to obcain
further education away from home, Jess than 22" preferred to live away from home.
With the limilations of the present rescan:h result, it is impossible to speculate on why
this is the case. It may be lhat the students preferred the programs offered away from
home (or realized they had no other option), or they were imerested in experiencing
some of the opportunities the larger urban centres offer along with continued post-
secondary education. Whatever their reason for preferring to obtain post-secondary
education or rntining away from home, most, it would seem, preferred to return back to
their home communities 10 live.
Researdl Question 10
What fadors influenced the students' immediate career plans?
A number of different factors influenced the students' immediale can:er plans.
Of these, the (wo which students believed bad the most influence were both pc:nonaJ
factors. lbe most influential was thai it was simply what they reaUy wanted to do, and
the second was their academic ability.
Family-related factors also influenced a number of students' plans. Overall, about
one·third indicated that family flJlancial situation, and one-quarter indicated that family
encouragement (pressure) were innuential factors. These fmdings are supponed by
several other studies which similarly found family socioeconomic status (Anisef et aI.,
1980; Parsons, 1974; Shave, 1985; Tilley, 1975) and family support (Shave, 1985) to
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be related to educational aspirations.
"There is also evidence in the literature that the economic context influences post-
secondary schooling (Gregory & Duncan, 1980; Gustman & Steinmeier, 1981). In the
present study, almost one-quaner of respondents indicated that the economic situation of
Newfoundland was one of the three most influential factors on lheir immediate career
plans. However, the economic situation of Canada influenced far less students with very
few indicating that it was one of the most influential factors. These fmdings suggest that
students' plans were influenced more by the surrounding provincial context in which they
live, rather than by the larger, more distant context of the country.
Policies directly related to post-secondary institutions, namely entrance
requirements and waiting lislS, were ciled as one of the most influential factors by a
number of students. Although the nature of its effect was not stUdied, it is assumed that
these institutional factors caused the students 10 delay enrolment or to enrol in alternate
programs.
There is reasonable suppon in the Literature to indicate that high school
preparation (Tilley, 1975), peers' plans (Carpenter & Western, 1984), community
attachment (Looker, 1993), and value of education wilhin the home (McGrath, 1993)
influence the career plans of youth. However, these factors seemed 10 have little
influence, or at least the students perceived them to have had little influence, on their
immediate career plans. These findings may be a direct reflection of the changing
context in which the youth in this study found themselves as compared to the context of
youth in the other studies cited above. These youth, more so than those of the 70s and
80s, were and are making career decisions and plans in local economic context that offers
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linIe to 00 employment opportunities for them. It is possible that the influence of the
other factors have been over-shadowed by their concern surrounding the economic
situation in theiTcommunities and in NewfouodJand and labrador. II is also possible thaI
these factors bad influenced the students' plans more than they were aware of; IJowever,
mon:: infonnation is needed to determine whether or not this was the case.
Research Question 11
How do students plan to fund their post·secondary education?
Even during these difficult economic times, many students believed their parents
would be the main source of funding for their education. Over 85 % of the students in
this sample expected their patents to contribute financially for their education to some
Most of the srudents expected to obtain funds from two or more sources. Over
20'1 of the students indicated they expected 00 obtain some oflhe money oeedc:d for their
education from combinations of their parattS, Canada. Student Loans, summer jobs, pan-
time worle, and, or reJatives. less lhan oue-quarter of respondenlS felt all of the funds
for their education would come from one source only. Such n::sponses are fairly
predieuble and indicate traditionaJ post-secondary areas of funding support used by
students.
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Researeb Question 12
What was the work status of students' parents and the effect of the closure
of the fIShery on family's fmaocial situation?
The majority of the students in this sample expected to look toward their ~ntS
for fmanciaI suppan to further their education. However, there is evidence to suggest
this may be difficulty, if not impossible, for many parents. Less than half of the rathen
and less than one-third of me mothers were employed full-time, most of which were
semi~skillcd or low-skilled jobs. Furthermore, about half of the students indicated they
felt their family's fmancial situation had worsened since the closure of the cod fishery.
Given this, it is likely that many parents may not have any extra money available to help
fmance their children's education.
Interestingly, almost half of the students felt the closure of the cod fishery bad a
negative effect on their family's financial situation, yet only one-third indicated their
fathers were employed in the fishing industry and 13.0% indieated their mothers were.
This suggests that the closure of the cod fishery has had a financial impact on people
employed outside the fishery, as weU as those employed directly within the ftshery. This
is not surprising given many industries and businesses arc interconnected and the success
of one depends on the success of the other.
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Research Question 13
Ho'l'l' do tbestudents' puulve the closure of the fashery or the Hibernia have
influenced their c:areer plans'!
According to tbeir responses, most students felt that lheir career plans wen: not
affected by the closure of the cod fishery. Furthermore, among the approltimatcly 25 'Ii
who said they would be affected by the closure, there was a large variation in their
opinion of the effect. Some indicated that they have changed their occupational plans;
still orners indicated they had changed their educational plans. One-third of this group
also indicated the)' would have gone to worle in the ftshery jfjt had not been closed, and
half intended to relocate for employment. A few further, indicated thai. the closure of
the cod fIShery had made it either ftnancially impossible or fmanciaUy difficull to
cootinue their educatioo. The variation in responses and reaction may be partially due
to the variation in the effect the closure of the fishery has had on the financial situations
of the families involved. The students who indicated mey may not be able to continue
their education for fmanciaJ reasons were probably the same students who indicated that
their family's fmancial situations has worsened due co the closure of the cod fishery.
Despite the evidence in the literature, and this study which suggests that more
students enrol in post-secondary schooling as a result of poor labour market conditions,
over half indicated their plans to attend post-secondary schooling had not been affected
by the closure of the fishery. Very few indicted they were less likely to enrol in a post-
secondary institution, while only a quaner or respondents indicated they were more likely
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to attend a post-secondary institute. This variation in response is likely a reflection of
the different plans of the two groups prior to the closure, and the effect the closure has
had on the financial situation of their families. Those who indicated mey were more
likely to enrol in a post-secondary instimte are likely those who were considering moving
directly into the fishery or fishery-related occupations; whereas those who indicated they
are less likely were likely planning on caroling in a post-secondary program immediately
foUowing high school graduation.
The perceived effects of the closure of the cod frshery with respect to employment
plans were more consistent than those concerning educational plans. A large number of
students indicated they were more likely to move elsewhere in the Province or out of the
Province to find work. It appears that these students did not expect to find employment
within their borne communities and did not expect the cod fishery to rebuild in the near
future. Many srudenLS bad probably came to realize this years ago as the fishery
continued to worsen. This may account pa.rtiaJly for the lack of effect the cod closure
has had on most of these students. They may have been prepared for it and made
alternative plans prior 10 Grade 12. Overall, the effects oftbe cod fishery closure of the
career plans of youth are complex and cannot be explained by merely looking at the
closure itself. Other factors, such as academic achievement, prior career plans, and
fmancial situations must also be accounted for before any final conclusion can be drawn.
Wilh respect to Ihe large Hibernia project, less than half of this group of rural youth
considered it would not affect their career plans. However, some did consider it will
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either be of some help or "a little helpful. M Such perceptions were probably realistic
given that the massive construction phase of Hibernia would be completed before they
could become qualified to work: at the site.
Research Question 14
Are the gender differences. with respect to: (a) future career choices, (b)
immediate career plans, (e) reasons for not continuing their education or training,
(d) perceived problems when furthering their education, (el perceived problems
when deciding to rmd a job, <0 preferred post~secondary location, (g) preferred
work location, and (b) future lifestyle expectations?
With respect 10 future career choices, there was a tendency for both males and
females to make gender ~ereotypica.l choices. For the most part. females choose
occupations in traditionally female dominated areas and males chose occupations in
traditionally male dominated areas. This was more prominent in the males's choices than
in the females' choices. A few females indicated interest in managerial and
administrative related occupations, an areas which is male dominated. Also, a number
were interested in occupations related to natural science, engineering, and mathematics:
another areas which is male dominated. Despite this increase in interest in such
occupational areas, no females indicated an interest in the male dominated areas such as
construction, uansponation, product fabrication, machining, mining or forestry. Such.
trends were also evident in Looker and McNutt's (1983) sample of Nova Scotia youth.
Males awearel1 more reluctant than females to move into non-traditional areas.
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The ODe exception was in the service occupations in which 13.J~ of males as compared
10 6.5'J, of females indicated an interest. The males in Sharpe and Spain's (1991) srudy
also showed an increased interest in service occupations. This indicates thai the service
area is perhaps becoming more antactive fa malc:s and 1es:s attractive 10 females. Given
thai this area is expanding in lh~ labour market, one would expect an increased interest
from both females and maJes.
There were some gender differences with respect to immediate career plans.
More femaJes definitely planned to continue their education or training and more males
definitely planned 10 work. Females were also more likely than males to have applied
[0 a university program, whereas males were more likely than females to apply to the
Marine IDstitute. 1bese overall fUKIings are consistent with Looker and McNull'S (1983)
study and Sbarpeand White's (1993) fmdings. More femaJes than males may be aspiring
to further cducarion because there are fewer employment opportunities available in
U3ditional female-related occupations than in uaditional male-related occupalioos. ~
lad of interest of fernaJes in the Marine Institule is probably because most of the
programs are gender-bias lowani traditional male dominated occupations.
A number of srudents (19.8'1) indicated that they were planning to continue their
education, but preferred to worle, or they were planning to work, but preferred {O
continue their education. Over two-thirds of these were males. These results suggeSt
that males may have more difficulty getting their career plans on track than females.
There was also evidence to suggest this in Sharpe and White's (1993) study in which
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signiflCaDtly more urban femaJes lban rural males, who attended post-secondary
schooling, said their plans were 00 track. More resean::h is needed 10 determine whether
males an: experiencing more difficulties and why this might be the case.
Male and female reasons were more similar than different with respect to
continuing their education or training, perceived problems funhering lhcir education, and
perceived problems fInding a job. The only differences were in science abilities, missing
home, and lack ofmoncy to look for a job. about which significantly more females were
concerned than males. Thus, while females may have had slightly more concerns than
males, both had similar concerns and obstacles to overcome as they moved into the post-
secondary scene and, or the workforce.
There were also no gender differences in IeSpOndenls prefened post-secondary
and work 1ocati0lU. Both males and females showed. a willingness to relocate for
educational and employment opportunities.
Both males and females also bad similar expcctatioru (or their fuwre, except for
the amount of education they expected 10 have in five or ten years' time. More females
than males expected to have higher levels of education. These rmdings suppan the new
trend found in the literacure in which females are aspiring to higher levels of education
than their male counterpartS (Looker & McNutt. 1993).
In summary, while gender differences were evident in the transition pattem of
youth, the differences were not as prominent in this study as they were in earlier studies.
Some, but not many males and females did make less tnditionaUy gender-stereotyped
decisions with respect to educational and oc:c:upalional plans.
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Research Question 15
Are the rlDdings of the present study coDSistent with rmdings (If similar rural
youth respondents in Sharpe and Spain's (1991) youth tl'aasitiot1. study with respect
to: (a) future career choices; (b) immediate career plans; (el future lifestyle
expectations and (d) reasons for Dot (:ontinuin&; their education or training?
The furore career choices of the 1995 sample differed somewhat from the future
career choices aCthe earlier 1989 sample from the same rural areas of the Province. The
two most frequently cited occupational groups for the 1995 sample were natural science,
engineering. mathematics, and social services; whereas, the two most frequently cited
occupational groups of the 1989 sample were medicine and health, and service. Overall
6.6% more of the 1995 sample cited occupations in the namral science area. This
increase was consistent fOf both males and females. The small increase in social services
and related occupations between the 1989 and 1995 samples was due to an increased
interest in this area by females. Similarly, the decreased interest in the service
occupations and teaclting related occupations was accounted for by a decreased interest
in the area by females. This was unexpected given these areas have been lraditionally
dominated by females. The drop in the percentage of students from the 1995 sample as
com~ 10 the 1989 sample interested in the medicine and health occupational group
was small. but also accounted for by a change in the female responses.
There was evidence to suggest that both males and females in rural Newfoundland
are aspiring to higber levels of education; more students from the 1995 sample than
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from the 1989 sample ciled occupations with a Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP)
level of eight. This was Likely a result of present labour market demands with more jobs
requiring higher levels of education and less secure or high skilled jobs being available
to individuaJs with lower levels of education.
There was evidence to suggest that the scarcity of jobs has affected the immediate
career plans of the 1995 respondents more so than those of the 1989 respondents. In
1989, only 4.1 % indicated they were continuing their education or training but would
rather work. In 1995, 11.1 % indicated this. In addition, less 1995 respondents indicated
they would rather have continued their education or lraining but had to work. Hence,
more of the 1995 respondents who had preferred to work were planning to enrol in post-
secondary programs. This is likely a result, in part, of the lack of employment
opportunities available to them and the labour market demands. This suppons earlier
studies (Gregory & Duncan, 1980; Gustman & Steinmeier, 1981) which suggesl that poor
labour market conditions resulted in an increase in post-secondary enrolment. As
indicated earlier, 1995 respondenu aspired to occupations with higher SVP levels than
1989 respondents. This, 100, suggests that studenu' plans were influenced by labour
market demands.
1bere was some evidence to suggest that the 1995 respondents experienced a
higher level of uncertainty and desperation than the 1989 respondenu concerning both
future employment and educational opportunities. A large percent (40.0%) of the 1995
students indicated they did not continue Iheir education because they could not decide on
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a program.
A higbee level of uncertainty among the 1995 respondents was also evident in
their responses to furore lifestyle expectations. More of the 1995 respoodettts, both male
and female, said they did not know whether they would be working in a career or
whether they would be doing seasonal work and coUecting unemployment insurance.
The 1995 respondents also appeared less optimistic than the 1989 respondents
toward their future employment prospects. Overall, fewer of the 1995 respondents said
they would be woricing in five to ten yean and less said they would nOl be doing
seasonal work: and collocting unemployment insurance lIthough the numbers in the latter
category were stiU high.
The pattern of responses given in the 1989 and 1995 respondents did not vary
much with respect to reasons for not continuing their education or training next year.
except significantly more of the 1995 responses cited inability 10 decide 00 a progJ2rn
as a reason. As indicated earli.er, this StIggestS a higber level of uncertainly amoog the
1995 rural youth than the 1989 group. Given the lack of employment opportunities
available, especially in rural Newfoundland, compiJed with the dramatic decline of the
fIShery in their home in their home communities, it is not surprising that the 1995 youth
were uncertain about which program 10 enrol in.
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Research Question 16
Are there differences by leader between pn:seut study participants and the
similar rural youth respoodeats in Sharpe and Spain's (1991) youth transition study
with respect to: (al career cboice5; (b) immediate career plans; (~) (utun! lifestyle
expectations aDd (d) reasons for DOt c:oatiuuing their education or tr:aininC?
These fmdings indicate that over lhe past six yean, females from rural
Newfoundland changed their occupational aspirations more so than males. Many of these
changes were away from the traditional female occupational areas of teaching and service
into the non-oaditional areas of natural science, engineering, and mathematics. In
general, more females made less gender bias occupational choices while males continued
to make the same occupationaJ. choices as they did years ago. This trend was also
tqXlrted in studies using samples from other a..rclS of Cazwfa (Looker, 1993; Looker &
McNutt, 1983).
Another trend evideut in this sample wbieh has become more common in the
literature (Looker, 1993) was an iPcrea.se in the number of females who aspired to
occupations which require higher levels of education. In this 1995 sample. unlike lhe
previous 1989 sample. mo~ females than males cited occupations with the higher
General Education and Development (QED) levels. The same was true for Specific
Vocational Preparation (SVP) levels. In fact, the differences in the SVP level of
occupation, cited by the 1989 sample and the 1995 sample, was mainly due to a change
in me femaJe occupational choices. There was DO significant difference in the SVP levels
lSi
of occupation lisI:cd by the 1989 and 1995 males. Also, from 1989 to 1995, there was
an incrcLsc of aImosI: 9.0" in the number of female respondenlS woo definitely planned
10 cootinue their educatioo. There was 00 increase in the number of males who
defuritcly planned to continue their education.
A5 indicated cartier, there was a higber level of uncenainty concerning
educational and future employment opportunities evident in the 1995 sample than in the
1989 sample. This was particularly true for the females. Significantly more of the 1995
females than 1989 females (29.7% versus 9.9%) said they did not know what they would
be doing in five to ten years with respect 10 their woO:: staNS. Also, significantly more
indicated they did not continue their education because they were unable to decide on a
program or because they were uncertain as to whether they had the ability to complete
a program. 1be reason for the higher level of unceru.inty among females than males is
DOC answered in this study. However, it may be related to the recent cutbacks in health
and education job opportunities. Many nursing and teaching positions bave decreased
as a result of these cutbacks. Considering that both areas are female dominate, the
cutbacks may have affected female choices and aspirations more so than those of males.
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to provide a detailed description of the transition
pathways and career aspirations of rural Newfoundland and Labrador youth, the barriers
they anticipated in their movement inlo the workplace. and. or post-secondary education,
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and the factors which influenced their immediate career plans. A comparison between
this 1995 sample and an earlier 1989 sample from the same geographic location was also
completed to determine any changes which may have evolved in the career aspirations
of such rural youth over the past six years as a result of the present economic comext,
particularly the cod moratorium.
The rural youlh in this 1995 sample aspired to a variety of jobs in different
occupational groups. Their choices of fuwre careers appeared to be influenced by both
their gender and future employment prospects. The fonner, influenced male choices,
more so than female choices, whereas the latter influenced both male and female choices
equally. Despite the tendency to make gender bias choices, both genders were wi.l.ling
to move into non-stereotypical occupational areas which have promising future outlooks
(that is, males into service occupations and females into naeural science, engineering and
mathematics occupations), thUS, suggesting the desire to find employment was more
predominant than the desire to remain in trnditional occupational areas.
The anticipated transition patterns of these youth were similar co the patterns
reported from across Newfouodland (Sharpe & Spain, 1991) and by youth in Ontario
(Anisef et al., 1980), with a slight increase in the number moving directly into post-
secondary schools and a decrease in the number moving directly inco the workforce.
Based on the assumption that those who indicated they would be taking the year
off and those who had no plans will be seeking employment, and on the assumption that
only those who listed jobs for next year planned to work, approximately 60% of chese
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youth will enrol in a post-secondary school, of which 15% will also seek employment.
Another fairly large group will undoubtedly seck employment, many of which though
will experience long periods of unemployment and govemment support.
The post-secondary school plans of these respondents were also similar to the
plans of youth in other studies with the majority of~ndents who planned to continue
their education or training the following year planning 10 enrol in university programs.
These youth. like youth in general, were aspiring to higher levels of education offered
through university programs. This is likely a result of the competitive labour market in
which higher levels of education are now projected for better employment opportunities.
Females were more likely than males to aspire to post-secondary education and
to university progrnms in particular. This, too, was evident in other studies (i.e., Looker
& McNutt, 1983; Sharpe & Spain, 1991), and lends further support to the recent trend
in which more females are obtaining higher levels of education than their male
counterparts.
A large number of students were interested in Westvilcing CoUege. This may
have been a result of to low entrance requirements at chat coUege (compared co most
post-secondary institutes), because of tile new technology courses chey are offering, and
because of its location in western Newfoundland.
Several potential barriers to post-secondary education were identified in this study.
From the students' perspective, fmanciai related variables were the most importam
barrier for the largest number of students. These included lack of money for school and
,,_
wanting to start $lIpporting themselves. Post-secondary instiDJlional policies we~
barriers (OT a number of students, as well. 'These included inability lO decide on a
program, inability to meet entrance requitcmeors, and long waitiog lists. A Dumber of
students indicated that the most important reasons why they we~ not continuing their
education or training was because they did not meel: the entrance IUtUi.remcou of the
institute or because they were unable to decide wltich program to enrol in. In addition,
some of the students continuing their education believed long waiting lists at post-
secondary institutes would be a problem for them, and some students said academic
ability was the most imponant reason Why they would no< be fun.hering their education
or training the foUowing year.
1bere was no evidence in this srudy to suppon Looker's (1993) findings that
community attachment is a barrier to post-secondary education. Almost no students said
that having to leave borne was one of lbe reasons why they were not enroling in a post-
secondary educational program and none said it was the most important ~.
Furthennore, the majority preferred to move away from home for posl-sc:condary
education. Almost none indicted they would be willing to relocate to obtain further
education.
The effect of community attachment on rural youth decisions to continue with
education is still open to speculation. However, it appean that these youth were willing
(0 relocate for educational opportunities despite their attachment to home. It is possible
that community anachment may affect retention rates at post·.secondary institutes more
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than initial enrolments since many of the students who planned to continue their
education felt missing borne would be a serious problem.
There was also DO evidence to suggest that community attachment was a barrier
to employment opportunities. Few of the respondents said they would not relocate to
find work, although most said they preferred to work at borne and a few said thai a
desiIe to remain borne influenced their immediate career plans a lot. Thus, like
education, employment opportunities may be later affected by community anaclunent.
It is also important to note that community attachment is difficult to assess both in this
and other studies.
The findings in this stUdy indicated that t.he overall economic situation of
Newfoundland has affected the career plans and attitudes of these youth. As many as
one-third said it affected their immediate career plans a lot and half said it affected their
plans to some extent. A direct effect of the cod moratorium appeared to be decreased
confidence in family ability to fund education.
More of the students in this sample, than their rural counterpans in Sharpe and
Spain's 1989 sample aspired to careers in natural science, engineering, and mathematics
and less to careers in teaching and f!Slting. This suggests that the lack of employment
opponunities in tr.aditiooa1 areas has caused many students to plan careers in other areas.
It appears that the present economic context bas left youth feeling uncertain and
less optimistic about their future employment prospects. Many students indicated they
did not know what they would be doing in five [0 ten years, and only one-third felt
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confident that they would not be doing seasonal work and coUectiDg unemployment
insurance in the future. This uncertainty regarding their future bad undoubtedly made
it difficult for these youth to plan their future and is lik:ely the reason why a number
indicated they were indecisive about which program to enrol in. Thus, there is a greater
need for information and knowledge concerning future employment outlook of different
occupations. This will enable youth to make wiser career choices with more certainty
and optimism.
It was evident that a large Dumber of students believed the closure of the cod
fishery did Dot have any affect on their career plans. Over two-thirds of the respondents
indicted the cod moratorium bad not affected their plans after high school. Futtbermore,
only about one-tenth of the students indicated the closure of the cod fishery had a large
influence on their immediate career plans.
However, despite this, over half of the students felt their family's rmancial
situation had been affected by the closure of the cod fishery. Of these, a large majority
said it had worsened. Given that parents were cited as tbe main source of funding for
post~secondaryeducation, it is suspected tb.at many students, particularly those planning
to funher their education, will be affected more by the closure of the cod fishery than
they themselves mighte:qJeCt.
The fmdings further question the survival of rural Newfoundland. Over three-
quaners of the respondents indicated they were more likely to move either outside the
Province or elsewhere within the Province as a result of the closure of the cod fishery.
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If this becomes a reality, rural NewfoundJand will be composed mainly of senior citizens.
Thus, it appears that the survival of rural Newfoundland is dependent on the recovery
of the cod fishery and jobs and opportunities for youth.
The comparison between this 1995 sample and the earlier 1989 sample also
indicated that the cod moratorium bas not had a large effect on the career plans of these
youth. The 1995 and 1989 respondents were more similar than different in their
anticipated uansition pathways. For both groups, the majority planned to continue their
education and, or training the year following graduation. Of these, most planned to enrol
in a university program. Lack of money for school was the reason cited by moS[
students in both samples for not continuing their education and, or training and the
majority expected 10 be working in a career in five to ten years. Although there was a
shift in the occupational groups with respect to their future career choices and jobs for
the following year, there were little differences in the requited educationalleve1s. The
differences which did exist were mainly accounted for by a cbange in the female
responses. That is, more of the 1995 females than 1989 females aspired to jobs which
required higher levels of education. There is evidence in the titeratu~ to suggeSt that
this is part of a new, growing trend, ralher than an effect of the cod moratorium.
The most notewonhy diffe~nce between the two groups that may be a result of
the p~nt economic context was the higher level of uncertainty present with respect to
their future expectations in the 1995 respondents. Thus, it appears that the youth of 1995
could not plan their future with the same level of cenainty and optimism as the youth of
1989.
"8
Recommendations
1be findings in this study revealed that many potentiIJ problems youth encoonttr
as they make career plans can be lessened through intervention from outside sources
including the government, post-secondary instituteS, and high schools.
For these youth, lack of money was the main reasQo cited by many studentS for
flot continuing their educatioo. It is important that scbool personnel identify these
students and help them overcome this obstacle by providing information on student aid,
scholarships, bursaries, and other finaocial assistance available. Government can also
help by making fulancial assistance more readily available to all students. Considering
the financial burden unemployment has had on the ecooomy, it would be mon::
economical for the government to invest in these youth at this tnnsition point in their
lives.
Two other potential barriers to post-secondary educ:arion identified were n::1aled
to entrance requirementS and ilD inability by students to decide aD a prognm. Post-
secoodary instiwOons should be are encouraged to SDJdy the effects of iiising their
enuance requirements and 10 determine whether it is weaning out potentia! graduates.
111ey should also be encouraged to increase awareness of the programs they offer and
potential jobs which are associated with such programs. This can be accomplished, in
part, through. the sch.ool system witb the assistance of school penonnel.
In today's labour market, it is important that youth plan their post-secondary
education or training ~fuUy SO that tbey do not receive~ and diplomas in areas
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with no fu(lJte. Thus, it is critical that scbools, with the assislance of goVCl1UIle01
agencies. educate snsdenlS about the labour marltet and future job outlooks. This will
provide youth wirh the knowledge requim:i to make better can:er decisions and also 10
help alleviate some of the uncertaintY they may feel (oward their futures.
According to students, personal desire and academic ability were the [wo factors
which influenced tbeiT carer plans most. Considering this, it is crucial that parents and
school instill confidence and ambition in these youth so that they will set higher goals,
have the confidence needed 10 strive fOT them, and yet bring their interests in line with
the realities of the economic COntext.
While this study added 10 the existing knowledge on the uansition patterns of
rural youth and the (acton which influence these patterns, it left: a number of questions
unanswered. II is recommended that a funher anaJysis of the dala be cooductcd to
detennine which factors innuenoe students planning [0 continue schooling and which
factors influence those rJOI planning to continue their education. Also, the effect of
academic ability and occupational expectations 00 post-secondary plans need to be
explored in more deU.il. 1bis will provide a bener understanding of what factors
influenced who and how.
The effect of community attaclunent on post-secondary plans and employment
opponunities is questionable and requires further research. More studies are needed to
detennine if and how community attaclunent affects the transition pattems of youth.
It is recommended that a. foUow-up study of this group be conducted 10 detennine
'60
the effect of the cod moratorium on their educational plans, to determine whether the
students ;Uf'ected by the closure of the cOO fishery W~ those whose families were
receiving government income supplements from TAGS or those not receiving it, and to
dclcnnine wbicb stUdents were more likely and which were less likely to enrol in a post-
secondary program. This infonnation is needed l.5 government plans intervention
Stl'atcgies.
II is also recommended that funher foUow-up studies be conducted on this (and
Olher) cohon of rural students as they proceed with their various transition pathways
from high school (0 post secondary education and work. Such research can be used not
only to document the transition palhways, but would also enable more specific transition
issues to be identified related to rural youth and their future can:er aspirations and living
patterns.
.6.
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Career Aspirations of Rural
Newfoundland Youth
Level III Questionnaire
(Based on the Youth Transition intO the Labour Market Surveys
of Sharpe & Spain, 1989, 1991a, 1992]
March, 1995
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To: All level m students and those who have returned for fourth year of high school
to complete graduation requirements.
You are being requested to participate in a study of the problems rural youth
faced when they get ready to leave high school and go on for further education or go on
to fllld ajob. The questionnaire will take approximately thirty (30) minutes to complete.
The researcher, Emma Genge, is a Masters of Educational Psychology student at
Memorial University, uDder the supervision of Dr. D. Sharpe, Faculty of Education,
Memorial University of NewfOUndland, and a guidance counsellor employed by the
VinlandJSttait of Belllsie Integrated School Board.
The information you provide will be held in stritt confidence. You do not have
10 answer any questions unless you want to. Participation in the study is strictly
voluntary. You may withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice. All resulls
will be reponed anonymously, on a group basis, and will be made available upon request
to the participating schools and the VinlandlStrait of Belle Isle Integrated School Board.
At no time will any attempts be made to identify individuals.
If you have any questions or concerns, I can be cootacted at St. Augustines, 247-
2043. If you wish to speak: to my supervisor, please contact Dr. Dennis Sharpe, Faculty
of Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland, at 737·7549. If you wish to speak
to a resource petsOn not associated with this study, contact Dr. Patricia Canning,
Associate Dean, Research and Development.
NOTE: Do tlQl: put you name 00 the questionnaire. When completed, place in
the envelope provided.
Thank you for your cooperation. It is greatly appreciated.
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SECfION A
Backgronnd Informatinn
PleasefillintheblmksorcirclelhelllUllbercom::spondingtoyou.r~.
Male .•
Fcll:ll.le.
. .• I
Sc;hool: _
ColIllJlunil)' you live in: _
SECTION B
Career Plans
Think of the career you would like to enter in the fulUre. What is it?
Have you lbougbtofstattiDg a bUllinessofyour own in the future?
Wlw are your thollghts about DCU yeax? What do yOll plao. 10 do? Whicb. of the folJowini plans
describe you bcst.
ldoIl.'tbave.plan(gotoQue!ltioolIO) .
I plan ro talathcyevoff(go to QuestiooN10) .
[wouldlikctocoI1UnlU:lnycducationltrainilla, but I bavc 10 go to
....ork(go 10 Question 110) 3
ish.l1lprabablycontinuc lOyeducatioultBioing,bul I would ralbcrgo 10 work .4
I dcfinitcly plan to go to work. (&0 10 Questioo1I0j 5
I definitely plan to <:ontinue my edueuionltnining 6
t plan (a return to bigh school in September (go 10 Question #10) 7
(a) Followmgi•• Ii5tofin,stitutions. Circ:lcthcnul'l:lberofaJltbc institutiollJand places you
havcoryouplaclOapplylo.
wtitutiol15:
~bot!Dstitutc
CommuniI)' Collclc
Fisberwtitute .
Hospital Nursing Sc!lool
. )
,
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Marinel.r:LKilule. .5
Memorial Univenity, 51:. Jobn's CuDpus . • •. 6
Sir Wilfn:d Grenfell CoUcle, Co= Brook . 7
Priva:eCateeTCoUcgtS . 8
Police Academy. . •. 9
OtheTilllItillUiQllSiaN~d.. 10
lnstiDJtiououuideNewfoundiand . 11
Arm Foreel I'M . 12
(b) Which is your firstc:hoice?
Aserious
problem
3,
So_hat of
.. problem
2
2
Some youag people have pl'OblelJ\S when deciding w3d' further educatiOll. Please indicate bow
mllCbofaproblemYO\lbelieve~followiugwillbe.
Not I.
problem
I
I
Fillding tllne 10 go to school
Fmdinlll.vailablecouneaoearwhere
you live
Mcetille entraDce requirements
Ravil!stowotlclOiRlPport
yourself-family
Getting infOrnwiOll abcut COU<SeiI
Finding the rigbt counelprogram Ihai
is givcoctosc 10 bOlDC
Mybigbschoolprepan.tioll.
Finding a pIa« 10 $l>cy
M'"
Reading
SciCllce
Adjusti.llgoo lheuwruclon
The difficulty of the oourse
Missillgbome
L<>ogwuting Ii.!I &I the
pOlit-sco;onduy institution
Where do you plu to gel UIe lDOlley you need for YllUC educatiOll during 19951
So~ Hoi' Mo. All
....... , , , ,
Spoll$elotberrel&lives , , , ,
Part·timc wor1c: dwiDg the year , , , ,
Summer jobs , 3 , ,
CSL. (Cuada SnuiClIl l...oaD.) , , , ,
SclJolushiplbursary , , , ,
CElC , 3 , ,
UIC (Unemploymetl.l U1sutulce) , 3 , ,
Otllcr.pleasespecify , 3 , ,
Go 10 Quostioo #l~
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10. Cal YOU&re llOCcootiDuiD&youeedllCaliouttrainiDg lItXtyear, pleaseci.t'eleaU !heRQOl15
that apply. [fyouh&vean:uoo. that is llOt 1iSll:d, please write it down.
[lmY not have enough lDOIleY forsc:hool . . I
[have lOiO fal"froD1boDlC 2
I ....ould like to staltJUPpOrtina mysclf . •. 3
I doll't bo.... if I have the ability to do weU inpost-secondary educatiOll .4
I!u.veo'tbeen,u,!etodccidewbatprogr:unlOtUe. . 5
IlPystlyathomemdkeepbo~ ... 6
ldo lIOt have !be e:ocrance requireroents for the proif2tD Iwouhi like to do , __ ,7
l<:allllOtfindapl_tolive. 8
rwouldlib:lOlletmllTiediothc[leacftnu~ 9
I would Iilce 10 havechildrm in the near future . [0
I have nodcsire to further my cducuion 11
0"=
(b) Which of the above would be the most important reason for .l!.I!! continuing your
educ:atioo lIext year?
II. If you thinicyoll lD&y be worldag1leltt year, whatlypC ()fjobs do you thi.nk you will bave?
L
2.
3.
AscriollS
problem
J
J
J
Some yOUDa: people have problems wben deciding 10 find a job. Please indicate Ito'" much of a
problem you believe the following will be Coryoll.
Not I SomewhatQf
problem .pmlem
, 2
, 2
, ,
Findillll a job you liked
Knowilll how to look for ajob
8c:ing 100 young 10 gct good
jobs
Thescarcily of jobs
NocbaviDgenoughexperienc..
HlviDg lllOIlC)'lD look forworil::
Not ""uttina; to leave oome for
_job
Which of the above dDyou feel\Vi.l[ be the bia;gest problem. for you in findina; iljob?
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Where would you p~f~r to weti;'? (circle ooe)
r would. like 10 won: home lllId would not le..ve to find a job . . .. 1
I would p~fer to work home, 001 I wouldn't mind going elsewberc in the province •.... 2
I would P"'fet" to worle bolDC, bue I would ao anywhert!. including other proviDr:es,
in order lD jec a job 3
Iwowdprefertoworkoutllidetbcprovincc. . 4
[would prefer (0 won: withiD the proviDce but away from home •
IS. [fyou were to go tosehool foryourfurthetedue:uionltn.inin,. whercwouldyouwatlltoio?
(cirdeole)
I woo't go if I o;u'l live 1.1. bolDe .
('d pl'der to live 1.1. no;nne but would go elsewberc if absolutely Il=:ssary .
I'dliketoJivea_yfi'lllllbolllebutstiliwithiDtbcplOVi4ce. .3
I'dliJr::e to gOlD school somewhc", outside the proviDc:e • • 4
rwould prefer to go to school wherever I am ~pled 5
SECTIONC
Where do you expect to be in five years time?
16. 1'hinkahe:u:lSor 10 yean fromllow.
(a) Wlw will you bedoiPg?
Wor1ciDg in a jOb/caRet •
HOlllCmaker.
Bother.hove .
Doll'llmo", .
(b) Do you think you will iel se&$OIIai work &l)d collect =pJoyroeot in.sun.nee?
y~.
No .•
Don'cknow
Where do you expco;l 10 be [ivillg in orocr 10 pu~e your career pl&llS five years from now?
(cin:leonlyonej
HomeOrOUlbolDeinpravince(NewfoUlldland) .
Away from bOll:)l: in pmvince (Newfo\ll:ldland) •
OUrside province (Newfoundland)
L75
18. How much education bcyood high xbool do you plan to have u the CIld of the ten yean? (circle
ouIyone)
None .
6l1lOnthil.
l,~
"-3 yean .
',-
5 yean Of moo:: •
SECfiOND
The Economy
3
,
.. ,5
6
7
19. {aj In the lut year or two, wbu work did your ~13 (guudiaM) do? (circle approprilltl:
number(s»
Father Mother
~~ I 2
Wori:edfull-time (
WQrkedpart·litneanduocrnploycdpllrt·timo: I
Wu unemployed (recipient of NCARP or TAGGS)
Wu IlDcmployed (did [lOt =eiy", NCARP or TAGGS)
HornelD&ker
(b) When employed, what was your father's (gumiiu's) oc<;Upation?
(c) When employed. wllat "'.. your mot!lcr'. (guardian's) mlin oa:upation?
Hall the CIOSUTC of the cod fis!lcraffecle<lyol,l'r.mily's fiD2.neia! sinu.tioo?
Ya.
No.
SUlCIl!hecodfisheryclased,lI1yfamily'stm.no:ialsitu.lUOllis:
A IOIWOr,e
Somewhat "'onea
Somewhatbctlc.
Alotbctter •
3
. ,
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HutbcdoSUfeOfthefisberyalfectedyoutplans&fterhighscbool?
y~
N•.
..... I
.,
Wbieh of the ,wetoents below describe the effect tile daNte of the cod filIhery bas Iw1 on your
plans after hip sehool1 (cin:le the number corresponding to the statement or 5Wemeats)
[wouIdb.ve wcat to work in the~, bu.tnow IlLave to leave home to find
employmeot
I would ha.ve went to work in the fishery, but DOW I am lOiDs: to enrol in. post-5eConduy
school.
I will rema.ia homcbutwill 1i.lc"lyh.vclIIOredifficu1tyfindingemploylIK:lllthaal would
havehadwhe:atbefisheryw~opcn
The elost= of the fishery llaa made it impoaihle for me to financially &fford to go 011 to
furtbermyeducatioll .
Other. _
Will the Hlbemia project bebelpful to you i:l advlIDCilIg your work or=r1 (circle one only)
Very helpful.
Somewhat helpful
A Iiltle helpful
Nohdp
23. Witbtbeclosureoftbeeod6sbery,howmueh morc likely an: you;
More
likely
To atteodapost-sccolldal)' iDatitution I
To rnoveelsewhere in the province 10 I
fio.dworlc
TOlDOveoutsidetbeprovincclOfuId
w.o'<
To be unempJoyed
,-",
Likely
3
3
(il) Below is • list of factors lhat mayor may DOl have bad all intlueDCe 0.11 your plans for
the upcoming year. Row much of &II influence h,"" the foUowmg hac! 011 YClUr plam?
(circle the approprill1e llUD:lber)
Acadelllicability
Higbsc:boolprepan.!ioll
CIQSU1'l!ofthecod fisbel)'
~!OCQOocnicsiN:l!ioll
in Nnd.
Al~
I
I
I
I
little NOI3t:l!1
3
3
3
3
I77
~OCCIDlXIlicsitualiact
'""""""Pftn P'- fortbeupcomiDa:
,-
EatraDc:en:qui.remea.tllQ
pl*.-.ooclaty..::booll
W.o.i~ till: for Ibo: propm
you~iDtereseedil:l
I>esirc1Omaa.ill.bDtllr:1X
,_ ......
FlJJaI;1cial.ituatioaofflUllily
Family encourqemo:nt
~~)
8el::au.teitwuw!lacyou
rcaJ.ly wllIItcd 10 do
Peraoualfuwlei.IsillWioll
ValueQfcdllC:&ti~""ithin
,...,bo_
Value of work wilhiD YOUtbo_
(b) Whicboftbef..:tOfSabovebutbe_illf1umcel _
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LETtER TO SUPERINTENDENT
Dear Dr. Genge:
I am presently completing my masterS of educational psychology thesis at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. The focus of the thesis is on the career aspirations of rural youth,
and particularly. on the problems they eDtOuuter in their transition from high school to POst·
secondary education and to the workforce. With your permission, I wouId like to have the Level
m and IV students of the VioiandlStrait of Belle Island Integrated Sebool Board by my scudy
sample. The srudy has received the approval of the Faculty of Education's Ethics Review
Committee. I am now requesting your permission to approach the principals aCme high schools,
under your administration, and ask: fortbeirpennissioo to have the students from theirscbools
participate in tbe study.
At no time will any attempt be made to identify the student participants. Group results
will be reported only. The results of the study will be made available to you, school board
members, and participating schools upon request.
Ifyou approve of die study and are in agreement with the above request. please sign
below and return this sheet to me as soon as possible. If you bave any questions or concerns,
I can be contacted at St. Augustines, 247·2043 or 247-2076. If you wish to speak to my
supervisor. please cont2e:t Dr. Dennis Sharpe. Faculty of Education, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, at 737-7549. If you wish to spealc to a resource person not associated with this
study, contact Dr. Patticia Canning, Associate Dean, Research :trld Development.
Participation is strictly voluntary. You, the school, or individual SlUdeOl, may withdraw
at any time without prejudice.
Thank: you for your anticipated cooperatioD.
Sincerely yours,
Emma Genge
f. approveofdlestudydiscussedaboveandhereby
give permission for you to approach the school principafs requesting their permission to have
students from their school panic:ipate in your study. I understand that panicipation is entirely
voluntary and that the students, principafs or I can withdraw from the study at any time. All
information is strictly confidential and no individual will be identified.
Date Dr. Anthony Geoge
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF QUES110NNAIRE
The questionDa.iIes arc to be ad.miDistered in a group setting, p~fenbly a
cla.ssroom IaIge enough to seat all the ILvd. mand IV stUdents. The questionnaire will
take approx:imalcly 45 minutes to adminisrcr.
To protect the confidentiality of the subjects, please have the students tbemselves
place lheir questionnaire in the pre-addressed envelope. Have at least tbtt:e students
remain in the room until the last stUdent has completed the questionnaire. Once aU
questionnaires are completed, place lhe teacher's form in the envelope and have one of
the students seal the envelope in your presence.
Please read the following mstIUctions before passing OUt the questionnaires:
A guidance counsellor from our school board is completing a study on the career
aspiration of rural youth and the problems they encounter as they leave mgll school and
go on to post-secondary training and to the workforce. The school board and your
principal has agreed to bave your scbool participate in the stUdy. Students from other
schools under the Vin1alld/Stn.it of Belle: Isle Integrated School Board are aJso
participating in the study.
While you do DOt bave to participate in the study. your panicipation would be
greatly appreciated. If you agrc::e to participate, you do DO( have to answer questions you
do not want to.
To protect your confidentiality, p~ do DOt. write your name on the
questionnaire. All questionnain:s will be place.d in an envelope and saled in this room
by a student in the preseoce or other students and the teacher.
While you ale completing the questionnaire. please do 00f. discuss questions with
your friends. Answer the questions the best to your ability. There are no right or wrong
answers. If you have any difficulty reading or undemanding any of the questions, you
may ask the teacher to assist you.
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YOUTH TRANSmON INTO THE LABOUR MARKET SURVEY
Items exacted from the Youth Tl'tl1ISili4n inJo tire lAbour MarIuJ Survey
(a) Fllture Career Choices
30. Think of the career you would like to cnter in the future. What is it?
(b) Immediate Career Plans
53. What are your thoughts about next yeM'? What do you plan to do'?
Which of the following plans describe you best'? (O,de OM)
I don't have a plan (answer questions 54 to 61) . I
I plan to take the year off (answer questions 54 to 61) 2
I would like to continue my education or ttaining but I may have to go to
work (answer questions 54 to 61) ]
I sball probably continue my education or training but I would rather go
to work (answer questions 54 to 61) .. 4
I definitely plan to go to work (answer questions 54 to 58) 5
I definitely plan to continue my education or training (answer questions
59 to 61) . . .. 6
I plan to return to high school in September (go to Section C, question
~ 7
(e) Future Lifestyle Expectations
55. If you think you may be working next year, describe any jobs that you
would l.iG to do.
BM@CDgicMptjon of Work
2.
3.
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29. Think ahead:; Qr lO years from DOW.
(a) What will you be doing?
Working in a job/career.
Homemaker.
Both of above .
Don't know
. .... 1
2
. .... 3
.•. 4
(b) Do you think you will get seasonal work and collect unemployment
insurance?
Ye,
No.
Don't know
.1
. 2
.3
• •.. 1
..2
... 3
(d) Reasons for Not Continuing Education or training NeKt Year
54. If you lIlay Dot continue your education or training Delet year,
please circle all the reasons that apply. U you bave a reason that
is not listed, please write it down.
I may not have enougn money for school .
I have to go far from home .
I would like to start supporting myself
I don't know if I have the ability to do well in
post-secondary education . 4
I haven't been able to decide what progrnm to take . 5
I may stay at home and keep house 6
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TEACHER'S LETrER
This letter is being written to raniDd you. of the SlUdy on the~ aspirations
ofruraI youth your school agn:ed to participate in. Your name was given as the teacher
n:spoasiblc for the adminstrariOD of the qucstioonaires.
Enclosed ~ iosttuctiOD3 for administering the questionnaire and lhe
questionnaires. If you have any questions or cooccms, please contact me at 247-2043
or 247-2076.
I would like to sincerely thank you for your cooperation. Without it, this study
would oot bave been possible.
Sincerely yours,
Emma Genge
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TEACHER'S FORM
Would you please answer the questions below and retum it with the questiollDaires.
t. Scbool name:
2. Number of level m and level IV students:
3. Number of level m and level rv students absent the day the questionnaires were
administered:
4. Number of level m and Level IV students wDa completed the questionnaire:
5. Number of students who refused to complete the questionnaire:
Date Teacher's Signature




